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Nude women display
causes controversy
by Monica Orou
stall reporter

Me and my shadow

A display in the University Union
depicting nude women has caused
controversy between the University
Activities Organization and a coalition from Women for Women and a
women's studies class.
The display was arranged by the
coalition and the class through the
Women and the Media Task Force.
The case contains album covers depicting women, most of whom are
nude or semi-nude, in situations
which the Task Force says are harmful or demeaning to women.
"I was told this (yesterday) morning by Cindy Walters (UAO exhibits
director) to modify the display or take
it down," Penelope Lespinasse, a
senior French major and the person
who arranged to lease the display
case, said, lespinasse said later,
when she talked to Thomas Misuraca,
director of UAO programming, "He
said, 'You have to take it down because it isn't in good taste.' "
Misuraca said "A lot of people,"
including the management of the
Union had said the showcase "was in
poor taste."
"It's offended a number of people
because we've had a number of
calls/' he said. He also said that he
told Women for Women to "modify"
the display by 5 p.m. "or take it
down."
INCLUDED IN the display is the
album "Below the Belt" by Boxer,
which shows a nude woman being
struck in the groin with a boxing
glove. Also included is Debbie Harry's "KooKoo," snowing the per-

Dp, news/Patrick Sandor
Steve Landesberg, stand-up comedian and former television star of the once-popular "Barney Miller"
comedy series, performed for over 1,100 people Sunday night in the University's Grand Ballroom.
Opening the show was Charlie Wiener, a Cleveland-based comedian, best known for his off-color folk
tunes. See related story on page 5.

former with screws skewered through
her face and Ohio Players "Pleasure," which shows a woman with her
arms chained above her head.
A Task Force statement taped up
outside the display explains that the
media is a powerful in that it can
affect the way women are depicted
and helps to form opinions about
them.
When asked how many complaints
UAO had received, Misuraca said he
had no specific number, but that there
were "enough to make a difference."
He later denied saying Women for
Women had to take the display down,
and said that UAO was not "legislating what is acceptable or not acceptable."
Misuraca said Women for Women
never signed a contract, required for
anyone leasing a display case, which
states that the showcase must meet
the approval of the management.
However, Lespinasse, who arranged for the display, said UAO
never asked her to sign a contract.
When the keys for the case were
picked up. she said they informed her
she would not have to show the display plans or how it woiil be layed
out.
MISURACA SAID of the display,
"It's offensive not that they're trying
to make a point that women are being
sold in that vein." but that the method
used was "baseball bat advertising,"
hitting viewers over the head to make
a point.
He compared the display case with
an apartment that renters use with
certain rules. "It's a usable, leasable
See WOMEN page 4

Risk of Soviet confrontation increases with clash
WASHINGTON (AP) - The growing
violence in Lebanon, punctuated by
the first clash between U.S. and Syrian forces last weekend, increases the
risk of a confrontation with the Soviet
Union in the Middle East.
The Reagan administration has asserted its determination to protect the
1,500 Marines hunkered down in the
outskirts of Beirut, and the Soviets
pledged to stand by Arab forces "who
are fighting the Israeli and American
aggression."
U.S. Marines are caught in the

middle, a target for various groups in
Lebanon that want to weaken President Amin Gemayel and give the
United States a bloody nose.

Unless the latest show of U.S. force
persuades Syria to reverse its policy
and withdraw from Lebanon, the Marines' mission appears open-ended.
The Soviets, stung by the U.S. aerial
strike against their Syrian allies, said
yesterday they would provide "moral
and material'' support to those opposing the United States and Israel. A

Kremlin spokesman called the U.S.
bombings against Syrian artillery and
anti-aircratt positions "a new factor
of aggression'' in the Middle East.
President Reagan insisted Sunday
that the United States was not spoiling
for a fight with Syria, but sought only
to help the Gemayel government stabilize Lebanon and to defend U.S.
forces against attack.
ALTHOUGH Reagan emphasized
that "we don't desire" a broader
confrontation with Syria, and that the

bombings were in response to an
"unprovoked attack" on unarmed
U.S. reconnaissance planes Saturday
- the show of American muscle could
prove ominous.
On the diplomatic front, the United
States informed the U.N. Security
Council that the attack on the Syrian
E'.sitions was "a discrete measure
ken in self-defense." White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said the
U.S. Embassy in Damascus had made
unspecified "additional diplomatic
representations to Syria."

Syria is armed by the Soviet Union,
and its gunners are trained by Soviet
advisers. U.S. firing on Syrian positions, which Reagan and Defense
Department officials suggested might
be repeated, brings the superpowers
closer to a clash in the Middle East
than at any time since the Yom Kippur war of 1973.
The Soviets rebuilt Syrian forces
after they were humbled by the Israelis in Lebanon last year. The Soviets
supplied them with 800 to 900 T-52

tanks, more than 450 combat jet
planes and four batteries of surfaceto-air missiles near Damascus and at
Horns in northern Syria.
No fewer than 7,000 Soviet technicians and other support personnel are
in Syria, according to Israeli estimates. The Reagan administration
places the figure closer to 9,000.
In Lebanon, about 100 Soviet military advisers are serving alongside
the Syrians.

*
1
Falcon hockey sweeps OSU
by Steve Gulnn
sports reporter

The broom banging in the lockerroom of Bowling Green's hockey team
indicates a series sweep of an opponent.
And it did not take long for a piece
of tape to be put on the broom handle
with the written scores, BG 4-2 and 8-6
over Ohio State. The Buckeyes were
formerly the number-one ranked
team in the nation and Central Collegiate Hockey Association leader.
Formerly that is, because BG now
holds the top spot in the nation and the
CCHA. OSU was undefeated at the
beginning of last week at 13-0, but
lostthree games, two of them at the
hands of the Falcons and one to Miami. The Falcons now control the
CCHA with an 11-1 record, putting the
Buckeyes in secondplace at 10-3.
BG ALSO claimed the nation's
number one spot in the WMPL RadioCoaches' Poll. The icers claimed five
Qrst place votes and 93 points, the
most points recorded by a team this
season, to edge out Minnesota which

had five first place votes and 92
points.
"The poll reflects how you are
playing,'' BG head coach Jerry York
said. "Other schools have a lot of
respect for us on a national level."
York said he does not expect any kind
of letdown now that his team holds the
number one spot. "When you are winning a lot you have to remember why
you are winning."
Each team hosted a game, both
sellouts, with Friday's game beinB
played at Columbus and the final
game at BG in front of a crowd of 3,434, and a television cable and closed
circut audience.
The Falcons were forced to come
from behind to win both games, and
played a major part of the series
trailing the Buckeyes, before going on
top for good.
«
Cooling from behind to win is nothing newfor the Falcons, but it was
done against stronger odds than in the
past. The comeback win at OSU
marked the first borne loss for the
Buckeyes this season, as they had
won 10 of their 13 games at home.

IN THE game down at Columbus,
the Falcons fell behind with just nine
seconds expired in the first period, on
the first snot on goal of the game.
Defenseman Mike Farley put a shot
from the top of the left circle past
starting goaltender Gary Kruzicn to
Sve the Buckeyes a 1-0 advantage,
it that was the only shot to get past
the freshman for more than two periods.
It was Just over 14' minutes before
Dave O'Brian got BG on the board,
putting a Tim Hack centering pass
past Buckeye goaltender Bob Krautsak. Krautsak started in goal in place
of the CCHA's number two goalie
JohnDougan.
Dougan, a 1983-43 second team allCCHA selection has faced BG in six
Cvious occasions, beating BG twice
; year. But OSU head coach Jerry
Welsh inserted Krautsak after Dougan had trouble against last place MU
hist Tuesday.
"John Dougan is having some problems," Welsh said. "He went down
there (Miami) and was not ready. It
might cost him for quite awhile."
See HOCKEY page 7

Dg news/Patrick Sarxlor
Bowling Green's Jamie Wansbrough uphends Ohio State's Paul Pooley in Saturday's game against the
Buckeyes. Watching is Falcon defender Wayne Wilson.

Administrative computing lags •the bottom line
by Nancy Beach
stall reporter

Editor's note: This is the second of a
two-part series about the University's
computer system.
While the University is currently
reinforcing its academic computing
capabilities, administrative computing is lagging behind and is in need of
improvement, according to Richard
Conrad, director of computing services.
Conrad said an assistant to the

president was hired in 1966 to automate the University, but most systems have remained the same since
then.
"Approximately 82 percent of our
adminstrative applications are over
eight years old," Richard Zera, assistant director of computing services,
said.
Most administrative computing is
still done using punch cards. Conrad
said in the future, he hopes to have
more processing done using cathode
ray tubes. He said he would like to see
computer screens in every office so

records are accessible to everyone
without having to leave the room.
In a report compiled by Zera for the
Task Force on Computing, the University is listed as having 78 different
administrative applications for computers, while the average for other
universities of similar size is only 44.
"That puts us in the 94th percentile
for the amount of applications we do
as compared to all other universities," Zera said.
CURRENTLY, Conrad said there
are 70 on-line applications and more
^ee COMPUTE poge 3
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weather
Chance ol ran this morning with
snow flumes in the afternoon, when the
temperature will tan to 30 Low in the
low 20s tonight with a choree ot snow
flurries
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editorial
Sour notes flowing
from music center
/"tries of anger have replaced the sound of music coming
vyfrom the Moore Musical Arts Center lately.
Dr. Andras Szentkiralyi, an associate professor of music,
has been dismissed as of the end of next semester for reasons
which have not been released at this time. And a lot of music
students, at least ISO who have signed a petition in retaliation
of his dismissal, are not pleased his classes have been taken
away from him or that he has been replaced by a computer.
Some of the freshmen students now taking the aural skills
program with the computer claim the once "unique" program adapted to college students by Szentkiralyi is in danger
of extinction with the new method. It just isn't the same, they
say, and they also question how computer beats compare
with one's own voice. Szentkiralyi has referred to the new
technique as learning how to play the violin by pushing
computer buttons.
According to Dr. Wallace DePue, professor of music,
Szentkiralyi was denied due process because he was never
given a chance to answer the allegations made against him
during a "confidential" meeting which was held in January.
"Hie University's academic charter says that only faculty
members who have not been tenured after seven years can
be dismissed without being given a reason. Szentkiralyi has
only been here for four years and has appealed his dismissal.
Not only does it seem unfair to us that Szentkiralyi was
never given a reason why he was dismissed, but it also seems
a little out of line for the University to suddenly exchange a
human for a machine without explaining why.
Some say that the aural skills program here is one of the
best and that it was because of Szentkiralyi. We are not
implying the professor had no reason to be dismissed and
replaced by a computer. But it does seem the University
needs to speak up about why all the sour notes in the music
building these days. They owe it to the students because it
seems a lot are not pleased with the new method and question
if their education will be as strong now.
Isn't there enough for us to ponder in this higher education
institution besides how good our education is? We hope so.

White House tries to plug
leaks with lie detectors
by Art Buchwald

sults on the leak to the Washington
Post of what the deficit was really
going to be in 1985?"
"Nothing concrete. The FBI polygraph director said he caught people
lying about other things, but everyone
came out clean on the budget deficit,"
Meese reported.
"Well, someone leaked it," the
president said.
Deaver said, "The director was
wondering if you might consent to
taking a test to make his investigation
complete."
"I've never leaked anything to the
Post in my life," Mr. Reagan thundered. "Besides, whoever heard of a
president of the United States submitting to a lie detector test?"
'It would be very bad politically,"
Meese agreed. "Particularly since
the media would demand the results
of the test."
Jim Baker and Bill Casey came into
the room.
"How did you do?" Deaver asked
them.
Baker was smiling. "I passed with
flying colors."
Everyone looked at Casey. He said,
"My lawyers assure me when I told
the lie detector I couldn't remember
seeing the briefing book I was telling
the truth."
Baker said, "I'll bet."
"All right," said the president,
"let's knock it off. We all know there
is a mole in the White House and I'm
going to find out who it is if it's the last
thing I do. Are there any other methods of getting the truth out of people
besides a polygraph test?"
Casey said, "The CIA has other
methods."
"What are they?" the president
asked.
"Well, for one thing, we could put
the electrodes on other parts of the
body."
Everyone looked at the president in
horror.
"I'd rather not go that route at the
moment," Mr. Reagan said. "If the
media got wind of it they would say I
didn't trust my staff."

Has Reagan made us safer?
by Parry Wills
Are you better off now than you
were four years ago? Ronald Reagan's advisers told him to pound
home that question late in the 1980
campaign - for two reasons: to distract people from Reagan's own contradictory views and to make the
election turn on Jimmy Carter's unpopularity. The result, as exit polls
showed, was less a vote for Reagan
than against Carter.
The question to be asked going into
this QPiTTpi'lgn is; Are vou safer than
you were in 1980? The president has
given us his answer, in the form of
sand trucks planted at entries into the
White House. But what of the rest of
us, who cannot call for the sand trucks
whenever we feel nervous?
The president told us he would
make us safe by getting tough. He
would put terrorists in their place. He
courted danger, sailing near or into
Libyan waters so we could shoot down

a Libyan fighter when it responded to
our provocations.
Did that frighten off terrorists? Ask
the relatives of our dead Marines,
killed by terrorists. Even the president had his earlier alert against
Libyans slipping into the country to
Did Reagan's tough stance keep the
Russians from shooting down a Korean airliner? No. In fact, it may have
contributed to the panicky reaction of
the Russians, who get more triggerhappy when they think an American
president may be probing at them, as
he did at the Libyans.
Do you feel safer because our Navy
is spread over the globe, scratching at
trouble spots from Nicaragua to Lebanon? President Carter was called
weak, but he kept the peace. He
created new ties with African nations,
which Reagan has broken off; he won
a store of good will in Latin America,
which Reagan has squandered. Carter wooed rather than threatened. His

peace plan in the middle East succeeded for a time, while Reagan's
never got off the ground. Are we safer
now?
At present, Mr. Reagan is shaking
allied governments by, putting unnecessary and dangerous missiles within
10 minutes striking time of Russia.
Does that make you feel safe? If so,
why do so many (a majority) of those
nearer the missiles feel imperiled?
The president said we must arm in
order to talk with the Russians. But he
has armed, and the talks are broken
off. Picture a man running down the
street, away from a person puffing
after him, asking him to stop and talk,
the runner says, "I can't stop, I want
to talk," and he runs inside his house,
locks the doors, sticks a cannon out of
the window and says, "Let's talk."
Would any one be surprised if the
would-be talker took off to find his
own cannon?
The president says we are to talk.
But the arming prevents talking. It

leads to compensatory arms boosts on
the other side. The Russians also feel
they must talk from a position of
strength; so each flexing of our muscles locks their Jaws. European leaders have for three years now been
asking the president to talk seriously
about arms control. So have Gandhi of
India, Trudeau of Canada, Pope John
Paul of Rome.
As Jesse Jackson says, "it is the
scandal of our time that the two men
who can destroy the world have not
even .met each other; they should
meet regularly." All fears will not be
dispelled by such meetings - nor
should they be. But false fears, fears
of the unknown, can be. Perhaps even
the president will become less frightened by such an effort, less certain
that Russia is the focus of all evil.
Then he might move the sand trucks
from his door.
Garry Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

Outer space the perfect place for war
by Timothy Thompson

Sometimes when I read an article in
a newspaper, it's questionable
whether I've interpreted the author's
meaning correctly. It's because of the
way I read a paper - skimming headlines, racing through articles, possibly reflecting for a split second on
what I've read, then moving on to the
next headline - that I may miss or
misinterpret some of the meanings of
stories.
That's why I can't be sure if I'm
interpreting correctly one of the articles that appeared on this page last
week. I think the writer was arguing
that we should not take our military
games into space, that space should
be off-limits as a battlefield. Whatever the claim was, I've given the
notion some thought and figure - what
better place to carry on our playful
warfare and obligatory killing of the
enemy than in outer space? Sure,
space - the final frontier, the ultimate
property claim - is the perfect place
for warfare.
War in space has so many advantages that it's impossible to consider
them all here, so let's look at a few.
One great advantage is we won't have
to bury the dead - we'll simply let
them float through the galaxies until
they deteriorate. It'll save land space
and funeral expenses. Of course it
may seem a bit gory for some people
when they're confronted by a space
corpse, so we'll train people to just
ignore the dead, to not even wonder
about causes or killings.
We'll sanction war to be "all right"
in space - may the strongest survive.
There will be no rules for proper

Ever since President Reagan gave
bis OK to allow the use of lie detector
tests to find out who was leaking to the
press, the atmosphere in the White
House has been heavy with mistrust
and suspicion.
I know this because someone leaked
to me what took place during a recent
meeting in the president's Cabinet
room.
The president came in. "Where's
Jim Baker?"
"He's in the lie detector room taking a test concerning the Carter briefNews omits words, gist
ing
book investigation."
T
'Where's Bill Casey?"
of
sentence marred
"He's going over the results with
A few words, omitted from a senhis lawyers of the one he took yestertence in the last paragraph of my
day."
column printed in the BG News last
"All right. Let's begin. Who leaked
Thursday, made nonsense of the
the story to Evans and Novak that we
whole sentence. Here with the correct
were deploying a Penning n missile
form: "The Puritan tradition surin the Rose Garden?"
vives, not in morality... but in the
"It wasn't me, sir. I haven't talked
ruthless determination to weed out of
to Evans and Novak in a month."
life everything but the rigidly utilitar"You're lying, Meese. I saw you
ian."
having lunch with Novak last week."
I might also suggest that the head"Don't call me a liar, Deaver. I'm
line, "liberal arts become offensivetelling the truth."
. "grossly distorts the content of the
"Tell it to the polygraph machine,"
letter. A casual reader might infer
Deaver snarled.
from the headline that I was attacking
The president said, "All right, genthe liberal arts when I was of course
tlemen. Let's cool down. How many
defending them. A better title would
people knew about the Rose Garden
have been "Liberal arts vs. vocatiodeployment?"
nalism" or "Liberal arts needed."
Robert McFarlane, the president's
national security adviser, said,
Paul E. Parnell
"There was Secretary of Defense
Protessor, English
Weinberger, you, myself, Meese,
Baker, Deaver and the gardener. You
What Kennedy would
didn't tell Mrs. Reagan, did you?"
The president replied, "No. I didn't
have done is unknown
want to upset her until they started
I am writing this in response to the
pouring the concrete over the roses.
article written by Mark Di Vincenzo
I'd like everyone to take a test as soon
that appeared in the Nov. 30 issue of
as this meeting is over. A leak like
the BGNews. The article was called
this could start a panic in the coun"Kennedy erred in Vietnam." In the
try."
article, Mr. Di Vincenzo says that it
"Sir, wouldn't it be easier to have a
was Kennedy's fault that we suffered
lie detector machine in the Cabinet
such a terrible loss In Vietnam. Kenroom so we could find out who was
nedy himself, according to Mr. Di
lying right on the spot?" Deaver
Vincenzo, is the only one to blame. If
suggested.
that is your opinion, Mr. Di Vincenzo,
Tto," the president replied. "We'd
be so busy taking tests we'd never get Art Buchwald is a columnist with the that is fine, but always remember It is
only an opinion.
any work done. Were there any re- Los Angeles Press Syndicate.
As for myself, I also have an opin-THE BG NEWSion. I will always remember that
President Kennedy was a man, and
men make mistakes. John Kennedy
MHor
Julia Thornton
Copy Editor
Vkkl Helnhort
made mistakes, but when he did, he
Monoainf Editor
Erin Etmont
AMI. Copy Editor
Daboroh Schmoo*
admitted it and learned from it. At the
Aait. Manaalng Editor..Carolyn Von SchoU.
AMI. Copy Editor
Rita Ferenec
time of his assasination, Kennedy was
Sports EdHor
Tom HI tea
Edltorlol Editor
Joseph Cray
just learning to be a good administraNorn Editor
Mkhool 0. Towl.
AMI. Sportt Editor
Marc Dale*
tor. The space program and the Peace
Entertainment Editor
Fort Mlllor
AMt. "Erldoy" Editor
lito I. taimon
Corps had been well established, and
"MOV tdHor
Scon « Corpsntsr
Chlaf Photographer
Patrick Sondor
he had many bills started in Congress,
Student Adv. Mar
Oastge E. Una Jr.
Wire Editor
Owl. amah
including a tax cut to combat a recesAaM. Cap* Editor
Mary Gibton
Production Suparvlaar
Robert A. Wakh
sion that he inherited, and a civil
rights bill.
Besides becoming a good administrator, he also had something he alUWWMhaanw
ways had. He had the ability to make
l« UMVOT*, Hall
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Americans feel hopeful, and make
Americans believe in themselves.
ftow tilt) 173*01
This wss s feeling Americans hadn't
had in a long time, and one they

warfare, so we won't have to worry
about people breaking the rules. Nations will stake claims on different
Slanets, and how they go about deeding that claim ana attacking others'will be of no concern to us. All will
be fair in this love of war.
Now, how shall we divide the universe? That's simple. One half will be
the free universe and one half will be
the un-free universe. The object will
be for the un-freedom fighters to
continually try to advance on the free
universe, and the freedom fighters to
always be advancing on the un-free
territory (and each will defend their
own "tun" of course).

Anyway, this whole business of
space battle could serve to keep all
sides happy. Those who wish peace
and interaction with other cultures
can stay on earth. Those who want
war, and can justify it. can take their
game out to space. This is only one
more naive wish of an idealist for

peace, but at least it appears to give
people, rather than governments, the
choice of war or not.
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
candidate in interpersonal and public
communication.

Short Cuts

umtr sue you *OIUQ
OH OO* *L»HCT?

Another objective will be to continually keep the universe in balance, to
keep just an many un-free areas as
there are free. Because if one side
ever achieves the first objective of
wiping out the other side, they will
have destroyed a reason for their own
existence. If every place becomes
free, there will be no reason to fight
for freedom. So we will always maintain a healthy supply of un-freedom to
fight freedom. And this way both
sides will be able to keep justifying
the need for more arms.
A great advantage to all this will be
to move the theater of war off this
planet. We'll have the earth serve as a
demilitarized refuge. That way anyone who chooses not to be a part of
these government games can stay out
of it. But well still carry live coverage of these space battles back to
earth, so our interest and curiosity
with war can be satisfied; and we can
keep a running scorecard of how our
nation is doing.

haven't had since. This one accom- throw. Kennedy told Diem to stop the
plishment may be more important suppression of his people, or the U.S.
than any of those previously men- would cut all aid. This caused greater
tioned.
panic, and on Nov. 3, 1963 a military
Along with the recession Kennedy coup overthrew the government and
inherited the situation in Vietnam. It assasinated Diem and Nhu.
all began when the leader of the South
After Diem's assasination, KenVietnamese government, Diem, nedy talked to a state department
needed help in stopping a conflict representative named Forrestral that
within South Vietnam's borders, had been in Vietnam. Kennedy told
which was instigated by the North FotTestral that after he got back from
Vietnamese government, and their Dallas, be wanted to discuss all opleader, Ho ChlMlnh, Eisenhower sent tions in Vietnam, including how to get
100 or so U.S. military advisers to out. Kennedy never returned from
Vietnam. When Kennedy took over, Dallas.
he sent Diem additional aid. Within
Two of Kennedy's top aides, Ted
two years, 16,000 advisers were sent Sorensen and Arthur Schlesinger,
to Vietnam, but they were only there have discussed the issue of Kennedy
to train Vietnamese personnel. They and Vietnam many times. Neither
were behind lines, and they had or- believe Kennedy would have sent
ders not to fire. At that time, Kennedy combat troops to Vietnam, especially
could not just pull out of Vietnam. If j on a large scale. These were men that
he did, none of our other allies would 'were with the president every day.
have trusted us during his adminis- Schlesinger recalls two weeks before
tration. Besides, Kennedy believed his death, Kennedy said he now realwe could help Vietnam make itself
• forum
into a democracy, and become a UJS.
ally in a very important part of the
world. Maybe his great faith in people
The Lcttara column of the News Is
didn't work in this sltution, but do we
your forum for discussing Issues
condemn a man for having faith in the
Important to you, the University and
human race?!
thai community. Lively debate* have
Kennedy always tried to use diplobaea waged here, ranging from bitmacy before using stronger methods,
ter WOldpUy over sexual harraaand so it was in Vietnam. Diem was
smeat to sarcastic repartee about
beginning to take advantage of his
sating habits la dining halls.
power. Nhu, who was Diem's right
W* Invite you to writ* letter* to
hand man and brother, kept telling
the New* addressing whatever conDiem to take stricter control of the
cert* you. We want to print your
people. Diem did. This caused the
point of view. Letter* should be
people to start anti-government demtypewritten or at least legibly
onstrations, and added to the already
printed, and signed Limit your letter
great danger of a governmental overto tOO word*. Becav.ee all

Clear Views

ized that Vietnam was a war the
Vietnamese would have to fight. The
U.S. couldn't fight it for them.
No one knows what Kennedy would
have done in Vietnam. We can only
speculate on the outcome. As ridiculous as it would be for me to say I
know Kennedy would have gotten out
of Vietnam, it is just as ridiculous for
Mr. Di Vincenzo to say he knows
Kennedy would have escalated the
efforts in Vietnam. John Kennedy was
President of the United States for just
over 1,000 days. That is hardly enough
time to get to know someone well
enough to predict his every move. I
don't believe that Kennedy would
have escalated efforts in Vietnam, but
I can't be sure. Unfortunately for all
of us, Mr. Di Vincenzo, none of us will
ever know.
Christopher Malfara
712 Offenhaur Waal

must be verified, please include your
address and phone number "where
you can be reached during regular
business hour*.
W* would also like to print guest
column*. The Issues may deal with
campus Issues and can be national
or International In scope, but should
be made relative to the University
»n|ty.
Please send your letter* to:

Editor
BGNews
1M University Hall

by T. Downing and T. Cleary

campus/local
Compute—

bg news staff/James Voull
Ron Thompson, supervisor for administrative operations, displays computer.

.. .from Doge on*
are planned for the future. One
improvement is planned for the
office of financial aid. A program is
being made so the financial aid
officers can put data into a computer when a student applies for
entrance to the University and they
can be told right away how much
aid is available to them.
"This will speed up delivery of
aid to students and they can know
before they get here If they are
eligible for aid and bow much they
can get," Conrad said.
Registration and records is another area that can use improvement, Conrad said. If there
were computer screens linked into
a mainframe computer in every
office, a student's transcript could
be called up on the screen and
there would be no more need for a
paper file in the office of the student's major. Thus, the classes
taken in the past could be examined and plans for future classes
made more efficiently.
Other things the University could
do for the future is to provide a
means of accessing computers in
other locations, such as computers
located at other universities or
computers designed to be used by
people in locations all over the

bg nmUdMtnitMr 6.19S3 3

Rink Rats, spirit signs
missing at Ice Arena

country as a clearinghouse for information.
ALSO, instead of making programs themselves, Conrad said
computing services is looking into
buying software packages, or prepackaged programs, to put into the
computers the University already
has.
The University employs five systems analysts, five full-time programmers and nine students in the
department of computer services.
Conrad and Zera said last year,
only 22 percent of their time was
spent doing new programs. The
rest of the tune was taken up doing
maintenance on programs that already exist. When a department or
school changes its requirements or
status, the programs must be altered to accommodate the change.
Zera said thousands of man-hours
were spent on just the conversion
from quarters to semesters in 196182.

by Don Leo
reporter

Conrad said the aim for the future would be to try to provide
information, not just data.
"Putting something into a meaningful context instead of just a
series of numbers - date - is one
goal we have," Conrad said.

The BG News supports the American Cancer Society

When the Falcon hockey fans gathered in the Ice Arena to see the BG
icemen beat Ohio State Saturday
night, replacing the Buckeyes in first
place, enthusiasm was certainly high.
The words "fever pitch" come to
mind...
But what was missing?
Any veteran BG hockey fan knew
that what was missing were the spirit
signs that traditionally plastered the
arena, as well as the autographed
hockey stick raffle. In other words,
the Rink Rats were gone.
Just what were the Rink Rats?
According to Don "Woody" Woods,
Ice Arena equipment manager, they
were "a bunch of very avio hockey
fans."
According to Donna Nowacki, former Rink Rats president, the Rink
Rats were toe hockey spirit group on
campus. With money raised by the
stick raffle and by the sale of press
guides to the media, the Rats bought
trophies at the end of each season for
the senior team members, as well as
for the season's Most Valuable Player
selected in a fan poll which was distributed by the Rats. The trophies
were supplied by a local sportinggoods dealer at a discount.
1
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"I felt bad (about the folding) because little kids would collect the
autographed sticks from the raffle,"
Nowacki said. She cited one area
woman who had a collection of autographed sticks from former BG players that had gone on to play for
professional hockey teams.
According to Nowacki, the Rats are
down but not out "We may try to get
it going again after Christmas if
enough student interest is shown."
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THERE ARE STILL SPACES
AVAILABLE IN HOEC. J480
SECTION 1980 - PROFESSIONAL
MENU PLANNING STRATEGIES.
WED. 6-9 p.m.

Lack of funds did not deter the Rate
from their spirit-raising activities,
she said. "A lot of the stuff we did
came out of our own pockets."
Nowacki credited the folding of the
Rink Rats to "a lack of student interest." She said there would often be 20
or 25 students at the first meetings but
in the end "it always wound up to be
the same five or six people doing all
the work." This year, those five or six
had class commitments or moved
away: this year began for the Rate
with $16 in me treasury and a treasurer that had moved to Boston.
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MEAL SERVICE MANAGEMENT
DIETETICS MAJORS MAY
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WITH LEFTOVER newsprint donated by The Sentinel-Tribune, the
Rink Rats made huge spirit signs
which went up in the Ice Arena at
each home game. "They (the players) really liked that." Nowacki said.
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BG tailback suspended
by Marcy Grand*
staff reporter

Bowling Green's home football
game against Kent State may have
been the last for sophomore tailback
Darryl Story.
Story was ordered to vacate his 507
OBenhauer East residence Friday
due to his "alleged violations of the
BGSU Student Ode," according to a
statement issued to the Public Relations Department by Vice President
of Student Affairs Dr. Mary Edmonds.
these violations may include assaulting his girlfriend and committing an offensive act during the
weekend in Anderson Hall. Staff
members in Anderson declined to
comment on the "act"
Story inflicted minor injuries on his
girlfriend when he assualtod her in
the nursing lab of the University
Health Center on Nov. 18. She was

treated and released at Wood County
Hospital for a black eye and chipped
teeth, according to Dean Gerkens,
associate director of Public Safety.

he can further appeal to the pctaident's office."
According to one of Story's neigh
bors. Storyla a well-liked Individual.

Charges were later dropped by bis
girlfriend who said she was trying to
"He's a food guy." hi•"M-'™*
easy to talk to, funny, he in'tcatv
end their relationship.
catted, but be Just reacts too easfly. I
Acting as a representative for the think it's because of where he grew up
president's office, Edmonds issued a which was not in the better part of
statement which Immediately sus- Dayton. It's too bad because he was a
pended Story from the University good player."
"I always thought he was a nice
indefinitelv for the assault
guy, but hitting a girl? That makes
Cuff Boutelle, director of Public me wonder," another one of Story's
Relations, said Story requested a neighbors said.
bearing from the University Appeals
r played second string and reBoard as provided in the Student
tailback Andre Jackson who
Code.
I his knee early in the season.
"The bearing should take place During the season, Story was the
within the week," Boutelle said. r'And team's leading rusher averaging 4.4
if Story U not happy with the decision, yards a game.

og news staff/James Youll
Senior management Information systems major Beth Sonnenberg looks over a display In the Onion Foyer yesterday
which was set up by Women For Women and a women's studies class.

Women
ALL Leg
Warmers

Lisa Syron, teak force
member, said, "I'm not
surprised that other people
find (the album covers)
offensive. The reason
they're there is that we're
trying to educate
One of the powerfi
of that display is thai it is
visual"
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Task Force contacted Assistant Dean of
Students Bob Arrowsmith.
and Syron said he assured
them the display would not
be taken down last night.
At 5 p.m. the display was
still up.

JET TOUR

o\^>
&

large gray area about what
is acceptable to local community standards. How do
you put down on paper
what that gray area is?
I'm open to suggestions on

c*>>

for all
your

4?

Education Dept.

J*

Arpad also criticized
UAO for their unclear policies about what they will
display. In response to that
statement Misuraca replied, "There's an awful

•*&. 3ft -*&&. :# •*& ^# -fe

■*«**W

These people have been selected as recipients of

Ted Behnken

bers, who got the albums
from the University's library, said the they can be
found at any record store.
Dr. Susan Arpad, director
of Women's Studies and
instructor of the class that

organized the display, said
the display case is part of
University property and as
such belongs to the citizens
of Ohio. She questioned
whether UAO or the Union
is allowed to "censor"
material on display there.

20% - 30% - 50% - 60%
Before Christmas Specials!

Now open evenings
Monday thru Friday
until Dec. 23rd.

WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NCSS Ma

When task force members questioned Misuraca
bow they should "modify"
the case, Syron said be
could give no concrete answers.
TASK FORCE mem-

.. Jrom coge on*
. we're not denying
anyone their First Amendment righto," he said.
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Warm-up comedian steals program

UAO, Landesberg supply a disappointing show
by Scott Carpenter
Friday Editor

At five bucks a bead, 1,100 comedy
tans turned out for the latest University Activities Organization fiasco,
complete with the luxurious folding
chairs like you borrow from the funeral home for confirmation parties.
Crammed into the Grand Ballroom
of the University Union, the audience
attempted to make themselves comfortable to view Steve Landesberg the spontanious, witty talk show regular and former cast member of the nit

television sitcom "Barney Miller."
What they saw instead was a semifunny national celebrity who was
shown up by his opening act.
The evening began with a hilarious
performance by the singing comedian
from Cleveland, Charlie Wiener. He
managed to start the crowd singing in
between spouts of laughter and used
his music and pleasent voice to drive
home simple, funny anecdotes. Then
Landesberg took the stage.
Though there are few people who
can match the impressions, off the
wall insights and expert grasp for the

ironic that Steve Landesberg masters, such bits are seldom funny the
second time around, as the entire
show was a rehash of things
be has
dene on the "Tonight Show7'several
times before. His lackluster manner
of delivering these reruns only intesified the disappointment on this particular night.
THE TALENT of the man known to
millions as Dietrich is undisputable,
but it's this limited amount of
material before a live audience that is
so disaDDointing even when the tickets are a bargain. It was also a let

down to learn that the quick wit and
spontaneity that brought him fame
and money was nothing more than a
script, as he appeared incapable of
producing this critical element of a
comedy routine by himself.
What deserves comment the most,
perhaps, is the unprofessional manner in which the show was presented
Sunday night. UAO and its director,
Thomas Misuraca, made a mockery
of the University before many nonstudent guests from the area. The
presentations of the performers, the
lighting and the sound brought back

memories of a dress rehearsal for a
Ugh school performance of "South
Pacific."
PLEASE NOTE: A microphone
going dead in the middle of an act is
unforgivable, as happened during the
warm-up act and a headlining performer having to give the lighting
crew directions on what to do In the
middle of his performance also tends
to detract from the evenings entertainment. These hints may be helpful
in future University-sponsored performances.
Misuraca himself tended to the

—dateline
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Student Exchange - The
National Student Exchange will conduct a
question and answer session about their program
at 8 p.m. in the Perry Croghan Room of the Union.
The session will be sponsored by the Center for
Educational Options. Open
to all.

Coffee Hears - The International Coffee Hours informal gathering will take
place from 2-4:30 p.m. in
the International Lounge,
17 Williams Hall. Sponsored by the World Student
Association. Free and
Open to all.

Seniors - Come hear Marie
Clement-Tanabe speak on
getting a Job on your own.
The seminar will be at 5:30
p.m. on the second floor of
the Student Services Building. Open to upcoming
graduates.
Auditions - Auditions for
the Feb. 1-3 dinner performance will be held from 7-

11 p.m. in the Perry Croghan Room of the Union.
Performers will be asked
to sing a prepared piece,
read from a script, and
learn a group dance routine. The auditions will be
sponsored by UAO. Open to
scheduled participants.
Computers - University
faculty members will dis-

cuss "A Profile of the American Statistical AssoApple O " "A Profile on ciation. Free and open to
the IBM-PC," "Numerical alL
Accuracy," "A Comparison of Some Apple Pack- Concert - Various works of
ages," and "Graphics." A University students will be
reception will follow the featured in an 8 p.m. con7:30 p.m. lecture in 459 cert in Bryan Recital Hall
Math Science Building. of the Moore Musical Arts
Sponsored by the North- Center. Free and open to
west Ohio Chapter of the all.

Bachman accused of abusing power
Council Finance Committee, said that due to the
current wage freeze on all
city employees, this move
should not be allowed.
City Attorney Pat Crowley disagreed with Ng's
words by saying Bachman
is not abusing his power
and that he has a right to
do what he is doing.
"It is up to him (Bachman) to do what he
wants," Crowley told council. "They are the Judge's

by Jeff James
staff reporter

City Councilman Patrick
Ng accused Municipal
Judge James Bachman of
abusing power and acting
irresponsibly by asking the
council to enact a 5 percent
wage increase for all municipal court employees.
The accusation was
made during last night's
city council meeting.
Ng, the chairman of the

employees, but not the city
employees so it is not an
abuse of power."
But according to Ng, the
employees are paid out of
the city's budget.
"I CAN ONLY see that
the judge did this now be-

cause the election is out of
the way and he won't be
hurt by such a move," he
said
Ng pointed out an example where an anonymous
municipal court employee,
now making $31,500, would
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make $38,855 if the increase were to take effect.
"Even though the municipal court employees are
paid by the city, they are
not considered city employees," Crowley said.

chaos of the show by what Is becoming quite a noted Inability to handle
the press and to promote events.
Afterall, he wasn't even able to produce a sell-out crowd for the Grand
Ballroom.
In all, the show provided an entertaining two hours. Unfortunately, the
most laughter was directed at the
bumbling antics of the show's sponsors, who turned out to be the true
comedians that night. As for the
goings on onstage, Charlie Wiener
was excellent. Steve Landesberg,
however, has lost at least one fan.
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Bus strike-breaker runs over, kills picketer
there win be charge*. We don't know
yet," Davies said.
The incident occurred about 1:30
a.m. at an intersection just off Interstate 70 in east central Onto, where
Greyhound has been using fear unmarked buses to train drivers. Witnesses said a group of more than SO
protestors had gathered around the
moving bus as it slowed for a stop
sign.
'I had a good view, and seen exactly what happened," Gary Kuntz, 33,
manager of a service station at the
intersection, said.

ZANESVILLE, Ohio (AP) - A bus
being used to train replacements for
string Greyhound driven ran over
and Ufled a picketing striker yesterday, authorities said.
The dead man was identified by the
State Highway Patrol as Raymond
Phillips, 42, Willoughby, a member of
Amalgamated Transit Union Local
1043 at Cleveland.
State Patrol Capt. Warren Davies
identified the bus driver as Lewis
Harris, 28, Cleveland.
"We are investigating whether

ber say, "Let's walk in front of the
bus, one at a time," prior to the
incident.
Greyhound spokesman Don Behnke
said the accident occurred when Phillips "jumped on the bus, fell under the
bus and was run over.''

right over his back, and his brains
just shot out. I don't think the bus
driver knew be had hit anyone."
Kuntz said toe wheels carried the
body up against the bus undercarriage before it fell off as the vehicle
continued moving.
"He rolled from underneath the
back of the bus and rolled a couple of
times before laying motionless In the
middle of U.S. 40,' Dan Liggett, 27, a
reporter for the Zanesvufe Times
Recorder on assignment at the scene,
said.
Liggett said he beard a union mem-

"The bus stopped. Then the bus
started moving. The pickets got out of
its way, and this one guy washanging
on the side, jumping up and trying to
bit the mirror," Kuntz said.
"HE LOST his footins and supped
when he came down. He fell on his
back, and the bus was still turning
(the comer) and he was underneath
the bus. He was on his back trying to
turn over on his right side (when)
those big, back duals (wheels) caught
him.
"One caught his head and one went

AMALGAMATED Transit Union
member William McCoy of Gahanna
said be "saw the instructor on the bus
motion to the trainee to keep going,"
even though Phillips was in front of
the bus. His version of the incident
differed from other witnesses.

"The bus kept coming and knocked
him down, and that's when everyone
started screaming for it to stop,"
McCoy said. "But the instructor, a
dispatcher out of Pittsburgh, apparently was scared and told him to keep
going."
"Everybody was in shock. He (Phillips) would have been all right if the
bus had stopped after knocking him
down.
"There's no excuse whatsoever for
this. And if Greyhound doesn't stop
these training classes, there's going
to be more problems,'' McCoy said.

Sniping starts Sunday fighting, 8 Marines die
CHECKPOINT 76, Lebanon (AP) The outpost known as Checkpoint 76
manned jointly by U.S. Marines and
Lebanese army troops, lies just beyond the southeastern comer of the
Marine perimeter.
It's an area where fighting erupts
repeatedly between the Lebanese
army ana Druse militiamen.
The Marines, sent here to keep the
peace, have often found themselves
on the firing line. It happened again
Sunday night The result was eight
Marines dead and two wounded.
Yesterday, Brig. Gen. James Joy,
commander of the Marine contingent
in the multinational peacekeeping
force, gave few details of the incident
except to say the Marines were hit by
a 130mm mortar during heavy fighting-

But Lebanese soldiers, civilians and
Druse fighters in the area said the
Marines died when a phosphorus
shell, fired from the nearby town of
Scbweifat, crashed into their thinly
protected position on the roof of a twostory bouse only 300 maters from
Druse bunkers.
IT IS unclear who fired first. Lebanese soldiers at the checkpoint
claimed the Druse began sniping at
them shortly after sundown, ana the
troops returned fire.
But Druse fighters and an official of
the Druse-ledprofressive Socialist
Party in Schweifat maintained the
battle began when Lebanese army
troops at the checkpoint started shooting.
T
'It started off with sniping from
down there," Druse militiaman Abu

Nar, pointing toward Checkpoint 76,
said.
As the shooting escalated, he said,
five Druse scouts crept in the darkness through an olive grove to a spot
behind the checkpoint.
"They saw the Marines firing at
us," the 17-year-old fighter said.
yesterday, Marine commanders
did not say who they blamed for
starting the battle, but noted that the
more me Marines and Lebanese soldiers fired, the more the Druse shot
back.
"Their initial firing escalated as we
returned fire," said Lt. Col. Ray
Smith of Jacksonville, N.C., the Marine battalion commander.
"They continued to fire essentially
at their initial targets even though

GET ACQUAINTED

they escalated the volume of fire as
they went along."
AS THE Marines at this checkpoint
Joined the fighting, Druse militiamen
fired on them with automatic rifle fire
and rocket-propelled grenades. By 10
p.m., mortar shells were also falling
around the checkpoint.
Only four Marines should have been
on the rooftop post, which is protected
by one layer of sandbags, officials
said. The rest of the Marines were
supposed to have been in better protected bunkers, but when the shooting
started, the others apparently headed
for the roof to help their comrades.
"The point I want to get across is
that we had 10 good young Marines
who moved out of their protective
bunkers and into the fighting position
because they felt it was the thing to

People Helping People
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enter our "Night on the Town" drawing,
1 st Prize: Dinner tor two at Chuck Muer's Roadhouse
Limousine service to and trom Chuck Muers
Flowers trom Myles Flowers
2nd Prize: $50 Gift Certiticate trom Klever's Jewelers
3rd Prize: $25 Gift Certificate from the Falcon House
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charged with unauthorized
use, transfer, acquisition,
alteration or possession of
food stamp coupons or authorization cards, and aiding and abetting. Nine
others were charged with
the first count, Domin said.
The first charge carries
a maximum penalty of five
years in prison and a $10,The sting operation carried the name "Paper
Chase" and netted $50,000
in food stamps, Domin
said.
"The investigation was

pretty well confined to this
area," he added.
Joseph Griffin, special
agent-in-cnarge of the FBI
for northern Ohio, said the
sting was the largest of its
kind in Ohio history.
Domin said authorities
are still seeking at least
one man in the operation.
The 14 men appeared
before U.S. Magistrate
James Carr in Toledo yesterday.
"This Joint investigation
should have a tremendous
impact on welfare fraud in
this area," Griffin said.
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Say "MERRY CHRISTMAS" with
the gift that lasts a lifetime...
BOOKS

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) Fourteen Toledo men were
arrested yesterday on federal welfare cheating
charges resulting from an
eight-month sting operation, the FBI said.
The arrests resulted
from a Joint operation by
the FBI, the Office of the
Inspector General for the
VS. Department of Agriculture and the Lucas
County Welfare Department, Doug Domin, supervisor of the FBI's Toledo
office, said.
Five of the 14 were
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FBI arrests cheaters

United Way

with BG's newest magazine

Lebanese family crouched in terror to," Smith said.
as shells, grenades and automatic One floor beneath the Marines, a
who did not give his name, said.
rifle fire soared around them.
After a shell struck the ground floor "Thev were screaming for help."
of the building, which houses a small
food shop, one of the Marines climbed
Lebanese army troops rushed up
down oft the roof and urged the family the ladder to the roof and brought
to head for the basement.
down the dead and wounded Ameri"We told them we can't go, it isn't cans.
safe," Nawal Kady, wife of the buildIn nearby Schweifat, which overing owner, said. "Then when it (the looks the Marine encampment, Druse
firing) eased, we went down."
militia official Abu Maha claimed he
ABOUT 15 minutes later, the fatal had told Marine officers in the past
round slammed into the northeast not to get involved in clashes between
corner of the roof. The shell exploded, the army and his troops.
ripping apart the protective sandbags
"We had warned the Marines more
and burling shrapnel and phosphorus than once to get away from army
into the Marines.
positions when we clash - the last
"We heard loud screams of pain lime about two or three months ago
and cries, and they were shouting at when a U.S. colonel came here to
one another," Mrs. Kady's husband, Schweifat," the Druse official said.

is now accepting applications for

Reporting and Editorial

positions for Spring Semester.
-¥-

Applications are available at:
The BG News Office
106 University Hall.
Deadline: Fri., Dec. 9, 5 p.m.
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HOCKEY

MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

GYMNASTCS

WOMEN'S SWIMMING

Bowling Green's hockey team won
a two game series over Ohio State
4-2 at Columbus and 8-6 at BG's
Ice Arena.

Bowling Green 77
Boston University 74

Bowling Green's Women's basketball team placed third in the
Indiana-Converse Classic last
weekend at Bloomington Indiana

Bowling Green's gymnastics team
defeated Ball State and Kentucky at home last weekend with a
winning score of 170.8

Bowling Green's women's swimming team defeated Ball State
and Kenyon College and increased
its record to 3-0 In last weekend's
competition at Cooper Pool

MEN'S SWIMMING
Kenyon College 67
Bowling Green 46

Falcon defense a key in series sweep
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

A quick look at the scoring chart of the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association shows that the top four
spots belong to Ohio State's Paul and Perry Pooley, Dave
Kobryn and Andy Browne. Together, they had accounted
for 51 of the Buckeyes' 89 goals while the team had been
averaging 6.5 goals per game.
The 6.5 scoring average was before OSU played last
weekend's series against Bowling Green's hockey team,
a team that has a stingy defense and has surrendered an
average of 2.9 goals per game this year. Both teams
matched their strengths and the Falcons allowed just
eight goals against the potent Buckeye offense.
FALCON DEFENSEMAN Dave Ellet knew what kind
of offense the Falcons were going
goi to face when he said,
'Wheni you go down there (OSU)
OSl you are already down
two goals.'
And two goals were all the Falcons gave up as they
shut down OSU at Columbus, giving the Buckeyes their
first loss at home. The last time OSU was held to such a
low score at home was at the end of the 1981-82 season
when Michigan held them to only one goal.
In each of the last weekend's games, BG's defense got
stronger as the games progressed. Friday, OSU opened
up on the Falcon defense early in the first period, but the
BG defense would hold OSU In check until late in the
third period when the game was pretty much in the hands
of the Falcons.
"Our team played well defensively," BG head coach
Jerry York said. "To just give up two goals in their rink
is quite an accomplishment. Normally, four goals is not
enough to win here. It was definitely a key to our win."
Within the strong defensive efforts, the Falcons foiled
the only two power play chances the Buckeyes had, both
coming late in the third period. Both power plays seemed
almost non-existent, with BG clearing the puck out of its
own zone, making the OSU defenders handle the puck
most of duration of the power plays.
"WE WANTED to force their defense to handle the

puck as much as they could," co-captain and defenseman
Wayne Wilson said. "We had to be patient with them.
They have four really good forwards.
Just as in the first game, the Buckeyes got on the board
early with five first period goals Saturday night, but BG
gave up only one in the next two periods and the Falcon
offense got to work scoring eight goals.
In both games, the Buckeyes managed only two goals
in the second and third periods, the second period
normally being their strongest of the three throughout
this season.
team
DBGSU
2) Minn.
3) North Dak
4) Ohio State
5)MSU
6) Boston Cod
7)RPI
8) Minn-Dul
9) Wise.
10) Mich. Tech

WMPLVCOACHES' POLL
overall
votes
(15-1)
(8)
(13-2-1)
(6)
(11-4)
(13-3)
(12-4)
(6-0)
(10-2)
(8-5)
(9-7)
(10-6-1)

Pts.
93
92
72
58
48
44
36
35
22
19

Backing the stingy defense throughout most of the
season has been the goaltending of Gary Kruzich, with
fine performances against nationally-ranked Michigan
Tech and Michigan State as well the Buckeyes. After his
fine performance against OSU, Kruzich moved up to the
number one position among goalies in the CCHA.
THE FALCON defense has also shown offensive talents with Garry Galley leading the team in scoring with
26 points, including 21 assists. He needs only one more
assist to break into the top 15 for career assists among
BG players.
Also on a scoring drive is Ellet who has 20 points, three
more than last year's total as a freshman. At the pace he
is on, Ellet should more than double his current total.
Offense or defense, it is a good bet that the skaters on
the "blue" line will have something to say about the
outcome of the remainder of BG's season.

Dg news/Patrick Sanda

Past...

Bowling Greens Jamie Wansbrough (19) and Ohio State's Shane Eirickaon (5) I em to be discussing Saturday
night s game which BG won 8-6.

Gymnasts win season opener BG roundballers upset BU, 77-74
by Marc Delph
assistant sports editor

by Tom Reed
sports reporter

Just a day before their season
opener against Kentucky, Bowling
Green's gymnastic's coach Charles
Simpson sat in his office and pondered the team's predicament.
Last year's trip to Lexington produced one of the team's only losses,
and he considered the Falcons'
chances for defeating UK were
again rather slim.
But, the Falcons proved Simpson
wrong as they gained a measure of
revenge against the Wildcats by
sweeping all four events on their
a an impressive victory over
UK and Ball State in a triangular meet held at Eppler North
gym.
Senior co-captain Julie Bender
set a new school record, registering a 36.70 score In the all-around
competition as she placed first in
the vault, balance beam and floor
excersise events.
WHILE FRESHMAN Ellen DiCola did not win an individual
event, her strong overall strong
performance earned her a second
place behind Bender in the allaround standings with a 34.35
mark.
BG captured first place honors
with a 170.8 total, BSU took second
with a 164.65 mark, and UK finished last with a 163.15 score.
Simpson had no explanation for
UK's poor performance, but said
he was very surprised by the progress of the BSU squad.
"I think Ball State has really
improved," Simpson said. "Last
year they finished last in the MAC
(Mid-American Conference), but
they have a lot of younger gymnasts this year and they Took a lot
better," he said.
Simpson added that a rigorous
practice schedule and muchneeded improvement in critical
events helped the Falcons in Saturday's win.
'"This year we decided to bold a
lot more practices," he said. "I

Hockey.

og r>ews siaii/Cor ' je Cnon,
Ellen DiCola. a freshman on the University gymnastics team,
performs her floor routine during the meet against Ball State
and Kentucky on Saturday.

think it has paid off too, it seems we
are much farther along this year
than last We have also gotten
better on the uneven bars. Last
year that seemed to be a trouble
spot."
THE FALCONS corrected last
Sear's weakness on the uneven
are with an unparalleled performance as BG swept the event with
freshman Leslie Schipper leading
the way. Schipper, a Bowling
Green native, finished first with an

8.95 mark followed by Bender's 8.85
and DiCola's 8.70.
Sophomore Shelly Staley contributed a solid performance, finishing fourth in the all-around
competition and placed second and
fourth in the floor exercises arid
vault, respectively.
The Falcons return to action this
Saturday when they travel to
Champaign, 111. to compete in a
quadrangular meet against Illinois, Illinois State and Southeast
Missouri State.

. .from page one

At the 15:13 mark, Iain Duncan
deflected Mike Pikul's shot from the
right point giving the Falcons a 2-1
lead which would be increased to 4-1
before OSU would score again, rounding off the game's scoring.
BACK ON the home front at BG, the
Falcons made it another dramatic
win, overcoming a 3-0 first period
deficit. John Samanski and Jamie
Wansbrough brought the Falcons
within two goals in the first period
before OSU jumped back on top 5-2,
causing York to replace starting goaltender Wayne Collins with Kruzich.
Samanski put the puck in the net once
more in the first period to bring toe
score to 5-3.

was deflected off of Garry Galley's
pad while he dove to stop TUlotson's
shot. It was the last anyone heard
from the Buckeyes, as BG went on to
score four more goals.

Samanski ended the second period
scoring in the same fashion as the
first period with his third goal of the
evening, giving him his first hat trick
thisyear.
"This was one of our best games
this year," Samanski said. "We had
to keep pressing on Ohio State. The
harder we forechecked, the more
turnovers we caused. It (Friday's
;) was also a big boost for us
''; and a great win for us."
HD not stop his offenO'Brian closed the gap with a sec- sive output with lust three goals. He
ond period goal, but OSU's Bruce assisted in both of the eventual gameTillotson responded with a shot that winners.

"The coaches thought Friday's
game was his best game of bis career," York said. 'It was just his
overall play that made it a good
game."
Saturday's game-winner went to
Dave Randerson when Samanski centered a pass to the sophomore in front
of the net for Randerson to put past
Krautsak. .
Rounding off BG's scoring was Gino
Cavallini with the tying goal and Dan
Kane giving the team insurance with
its eighth goal.
Welsh cornplirnented BG on a fine
series and said his team will be much
better after playing the Falcons.
"They (BG) are certainly the best
team we have faced all year and they
deserved to win," Welsh said. "They
are just as good as us, and this weekend they were better.'

They overcame nearly every possible barrier a basketball team could
face in one game, but Bowling Green
upset the considerably taller and
Juicker Boston University Terriers,
N74 last Friday night.
A portable floor placed over an ice
rink in BU's Walter Brown Arena
delayed the game and added another
dimension to the heralded home court
advantage in favor of BU.
A full and half-court Terrier press
forced BG guard Keith Taylor and
forward Colin Irish into early foul
trouble, allowing BU to take an early
l^point lead at 29-16.
But, instead of giving in to a team
that made it to the NCAA tournament
a year ago and boasts four of those
starters returning this season, the
Falcons soared back with a five-minute surge that brought them to within
one at 39-38. At the half BG traded by
three, 41-38.
"They (BU) were a very, very big
team," BG head coach John Weinert
said. "They are picked to win their
league (Yankee Conference). I think
it was a great credit to our kids."
WEINERT ALSO gave credit to
Irish and center Bill Faine for shutting down Terrier scoring machine
Gary Plummer, who entered the
game averaging well over 20 points
per outing, but could only manage
nine Friday. The Falcon tandem
forced Plummer out of the game
early with foul trouble.

"It was a great effort on the part of
BUI Faine and Colin Irish," Weinert,
in his eighth season as Falcon mentor
said. "Bill blocked him (Plummer)
out so well."
. __
The second half remained tight to
the finish as the Terriers confltiutd
with their press. BG point guard
Brian Miller "had a real good game,"
according to Weinert, and, for the
most part, defeated the BU full court
pressure.

"But, we had 15 steals to their three.
Usually a steal is converted into
points about 90 percent of the time."

The Falcons are now undefeated
after three games, heading into tomorrow night's showdown against
another overgrown, talented team in
Temple University in BG's Anderson
Arena. A 3-0 start has not been seen at
BG in 10 years.
"I think it was a very big win,"
Weinert said. "One of our biggest nonHowever, BG found itself trailing conference road victories ever, espeby four, 64-60, with 5:47 to play when cially when you play an East Coast
Weinert called time out and decided powerhouse.
to "fight fire with fire," by Inserting a
Falcon full court press.
Behind Jenkins' 26 points for BG
Miller added two of his nine points was Irish and Faine with 15 apiece,
to bring BG within striking range at followed by Taylor with 11.
64-62, and Faine tied it up with a pair
of free throws.
Both Irish and Jenkins were
slightly injured in Friday's game due
BG's press forced the Terriers to to the unusual playing surface at BU
make frequent turnovers. Forward as they both had limited practices
David Jenkins, having his best game yesterday. Both will, however, play
of the young season though playing on against Temple tomorrow.
a sore ankle he twisted earlier in the
game added 26 points to the effort. Bowling Green (77)
putting the Falcons ahead for good at Jenkins, 12-2-26; Irish, 5-5-15; Faine
3-9-15: Taylor, 4-3-11; Miller, 3-3-9
IRISH ADDED the clinching char- Abendroth, 0-1-1; Maleske, 04-0
ity shot with mere seconds remaining, Booker, 04-0; Bryant, (MM). TOand BG "skated" off with the 77-74 TALS: 27-23-77.
victory.
BG countered a 45-21 rebounding Boston University (74)
advantage by the towering Terriers Alexander, 10-4-24; Plummer, 4-1-9;
with timely steals that kept them in Ivey, 4-1-9; Teague, 2-0-4; Vinson, 5the game.
2-12; Hendricks, 34-12; Christian, 2"It's not easy to win when you get 0-4; Fiedor, (MM); Toufan, (MM);
out-rebounded, 45-21," Weinert said. Priacella, 04-0. TOTALS: 30-14-74.

Stats not important to "Abo
by Tom Hlsek
sports editor

His career statistics don't jump off
the page - 41 games played in three
years, 2.2 points per game and 1.5
rebounds per contest. But senior forward Paul Abendroth helped spark a
flame in his chilly Falcon teammates
last Friday night, helping Bowling
Green to a 77-74 victory over Boston
University.
"Abo," as he is more commonly
called by his teammates, played 14
minutes coming off the bench. He
scored only one point, while picking
up two personal fouls. But he entered
the game with BG down 29-16, with
less than eight minutes left in the half.
Five minutes later, BG trailed by only
one, 39-38.
"Things weren't going well for the
team," Abendroth said of the Falcons, who were plagued by a pesky 12-1-1 defensive press employed by BU
in the first half. "I just tried to help by
making the right pass and decreasing
the number of turnovers."
THE FALCONS began to mesh as a
team unit to win their third straight
game, before entering tomorrow
night's 8 p.m. contest with highlytouted Temple at Anderson Arena.
For Abendroth, his role to come off
the bench, suits him to a tee. A sixfoot-six walk-on from Ottawa Hills

High School near Toledo, he possesses
neither the great speed nor jumping
ability of a David Jenkins or Colin
Irish.
"I can't complain about my role,"
Abendroth said. "I'm not the one with
the most talent on this team. We have
a tot of good shooters, but if I get a

Paul Abendroth
rebound and I've got an open shot, I'm
not afraid to put Sup."
Abendroth suffered no shooting
pains at Ottawa Hills, where ha averaged 18.8 points and 10.5 rebounds per
game as a senior. He shared the
team's Most Valuable Player Award
with Reeves Northrup, now
with the Toledo Rockets.

99

He was offered fiancial aid packages from several smaller schools,
and recruited by Yale. But Abendroth
opted to try his fortunes within a
Division I program.
"I came here without a scholarship," Abendroth said. "It was
tough at first, because I came in with
David Jenkins, BUI Faine and BUI
Sxabo (who quit the team last season). But it became easier as I got to
know the older guys and to play a
little more."
PLAYING ON successful Falcon
teams in his first three seasons, Abendroth was not surpised by BG's upset
victory over BU, a team which bad
qualified for the NCAA tournament
ustseasQ
"A couple of years ago we went to
St. Bonaventure and beat them at
their borne arena, and they don't lose
too often at borne," Abendroth said.
"We gave Michigan State a good
game in the NTT last year and we lost
to Illinois State last season by only
four points in overtime when they
were ranked in the Top 20. It's just of
matter of us playing the way we can."
Abendroth saw action in all 30
rat for the Falcons last season,
beat outing corning against Defiance when be scored 12 points -Td
garnered eight rebounds But the
points don't matter much tc 'hendroth, he's just filling hi? -m-
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Rozier heads Ail-American list
NEW YORK (AP) - Four players
from the University of Texas and two
e»ch from Nebraska -including Heisraan Trophy-winner Mike Rozier and Brigham Young were named
yesterday to the UBS Associated
Press All-America college football

members of the nation's No. 1-ranked
defense - linebacker Jeff Leiding,
cornerback Mossy Cade and free
safety Jerry Gray.
Only once before since the AP AilAmerican began in 1925 has a school
placed as many as four players on the
All-America team. That was in 1945
when Army put five players on what
was then an 11-man All-America
team.

The M-man team, which consists of
II seniors, four juniors and sophomore running back Bo Jackson of
Auburn, also features quarterback
Steve Young of Brigham Young, who
led the nation in total offense with 4,Ml yards and an NCAA record MM
yards per game.
The Tezaa players are offensive
guard Doug Dawson, along with three

Since the All-America squad has
consisted of both offensive and defensive teams - from 1960-62 and
beginning again in 1964 - only Oklahoma, with three defenders in 1975,
and Michigan, with three members on

offense in 1981, have placed three
players on one unit.
The AP All-America team will be
featured Monday, Dec. 19, on Bob
Hope's Christmas show (NBC-TV, 84
p.m., EST).
Nebraska's representative besides
Rozier is wide receiver Irving Fryar.
The other BYU player in addition to
Young is tight end Gordon Hudson,
one of four repeaters on the AP AllAmerica team. The others who made
the team for the second year in a row
are offensive tackle Bill Fralic of
Pittsburgh, outside linebacker Wilber
Marshall of Florida and inside linebacker Ricky Hunley of Arizona.

Falcon tankers have split results
by Trltho Dkitrlch
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's
swim team shocked Kenyon College last Friday
by almost defeating the
four-time NCAA Division
m champions at Cooper
Pool, while the women
tankers routed both Kenyan and Ball State.
BG's and Kenyon's
men's teams battled back
and form for first place
throughout the meet. Unfortunately, the final outcome of the meet came
down to the last two events
in which Kenyon narrowly
defeated BG. The final

score, 87-48 does not reveal
the intensity of the meet
nor the improvement of the
Falcons from last season.
THE MEN tankers began the meet by capturing
the 400-yard medley relay.
Surprised by the win, Kenyon immediately called a
team meeting and restructured its line-up for the rest
of the meet.
Close finishes highlighted the entire dual
meet BG distance swimmer Dean Shaw was
beaten out in both the 500
and 1,000 yard freestyle
events to place third. In the
500 freestyle. Shaw was
touched out by by three-
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Thus, BG sportingly
stopped racking up points,
giving both teams more of
a competitive chance.
Zwierlein also swam some
of the swimmers in different events to give the
women a chance to establish times in their offevents.
BG SWIMMER Annette
Agee was voted "Swimmer
of the Meet" against Kenyon. Agee won the 50 and
200 yardfreestyle events.
Senior Cathy Schmitz
was voted "Swimmer of
the Meet" against BSU on
Saturday. Schmitz would
have placed higher in the
200 breastroke ii she hadn't
swam it on an exhibition
basis.

FREE

any Nishiki bike w/we coupon

Layaways accepted

even strengths of the competing teams, one-half of
the meet was swum on an
exhibition basis.

tenths of one second.
BG's Pete Szekely finished third in the 200 breastroke by one second to two
Kenyon swimmers, giving
Kenyon the lead with one
event remaining. In the
last event, the 400 freestyle
relay, Kenyon inched out
BG by two-tenths of one
second to secure the victory.
• ''The Swimmer/Diver of
the Meet" was Andy Koester who finished first in the
one and three-meter diving
events.
BG's women's swim
team won easily over Kenyon last friday and BSU
Saturday at Cooper Pool.
The women tankers won
both meets early, allowing
BG head coach Ron Zwierlein to adjust his line-up,
allowing some of the lessexperienced women swimmers an opportunity to
swim. Because of the un-
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Hungry?

1/2 Bar BQ Chicken
1 /2 # Fries

ALL FOR

LG. COKE

$3.49

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY
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CROWD
PLEASERH
20 pcs. Fried Chicken

5 Breast-5 wings-5 thighs-5 legs

W Fries
4 LG. COKES

$9.99
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SPAGHETTI
LOVERSII
A Heap of Spaghetti
with Homemade Sauce
French Bread & Butter
LG. COKE $1.99
NO OTHCT DISCOUNTS APPLY • CARRY-OUT ONLY
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by Ted Passanle
sports reporter

For the second weekend in a row.
Bowling Green women's basketball
team went into a tournament featuring national powerhouses and left the
tournament with nothing to be
ashamed of.
BG finished third in the Converse
Classic in Bloomington, Ind. this past
weekend, losing to Indiana and defeating Louisville.
The Falcons lost the opening game
of the tournament to eventual tournament champion Indiana 59-47 last
Friday night. But this was a game in
which BG earned the respect of the
Hoosiers, who made it to the NCAA
final eight last year.
THE FALCONS, who came out
pressing and confusing the Hoosiers
with assorted zone presses and defenses, kept the game close in the first
half, going into the lockerroom trailing the Hoosiers, 31-29.
BG frustrated IU with a press designed just to bother the Hoosiers,
giving IU less time to get into its
offense with the 30-second shot clock
ticking away.
Then when the Hoosiers crossed

half-court, the Falcons switched defenses, making the Hoosiers read the
defense each time down the floor.
taking more time off the 30-second
clock.
The tactics resulted in 23 Indiana
turnovers in the game, and a lack of
first half point production from Hoo
sier post players, Denise Jackson and
Michelle Bostic. The move kept the
Falcons in the game in the first half,
and BG went into the second half
thinking upset.
Their thoughts were soon dispelled
by ice-cold field goal shooting in the
second half as the Hoosiers began to
pull away from the Falcons, scoring
six straight points to answer a Cary
McGehee jumper.
BG CAME BACK to close the gap to
42-38, but that was as close as it would
come for the rest of the game.
DeWanna Ballou led the Falcons
with 11 points, while McGehee led BG
with four rebounds.
The Falcons then faced a Louisville
team the following night. The Cardinals had also taken a trip to the
NCAA's last season. But the Falcons
responded with a hard-fought 57-53
victory over the Cardinals in the

MANAGEMENT CLUB - APICS
MEETING

A

w»

536-3701

3550 Secor Road|
Suite 201
Toledo, Ohio
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consolation game.
The Falcons jumped out to a 36-27
halftime lead over the Cardinals, with
McGehee and Rhonda Moore leading
the way with eight points apiece.
Louisville clawed its way back into
the hunt with nine minutes remaining,
tying BG at 44-all. The game then seesawed back and forth until BG tallied
the game's final six points to erase a
two-point deficit.
Moore led the Falcons with a career-high 18 points, while team captain Sherry Eubanks added 14. Cathy
Smithey-Rahe managed to grab seven
boards to lead the Falcons.
BG HEAD coach Kathy Bole was
pleased with her team's effort and
added, "I was very happy topla* so
well and substitute freely."
BG used eight players during the
weekend tournament, with all of them
logging at least 10 minutes playing
time in both games.
"I was very encouraged with the
depth of the team, especially since we
were in such a competitive tournament," Bole said.
Asked about the progress of the
team, Bole said, "It has been a really
enjoyable season so far, and we have
a long way to go."

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

KAFKA:
A STORYTELLER FOR TODAY

Wed., Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in 114 BA
Speaker: MICHAEL TINCHER
V.P. of David Buker Inc.
Topic: Manufacturing in the 80's

DECEMBER 7-10
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE 8:00 p.m.
Tickets '1.50 at the door

CABARET
AUDITIONS
TONIGHT

Cross Country Ski Sale!

Special package price includes:-

7:00- 11:00 p.m.
PERRY CROGHAN ROOM, UNION
SIGN UP FOR TIMES IN
UAO OFFICE

•Lampinen sport step ski
•Fiberglass ski poles
•Ali 75mm binding
►Professional
mounting

• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time stall.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE» facilities lor
review of class lessons and supplementary
materials.
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors.
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue
study at any of our over 105 centers.

muumit£*

BG women cagers place

A PARTY will be held after
the meeting at SUNDANCE.
Beverages will be provided. All
are invited to attend.! !

THE EARLY

sSfaAj-H.
' KAPLAN

Bowling Greens John Samanski (center) tries to squeeze through Mark Shortt (left) and Don Perkins (right)
in Saturday night s game against the Buckeyes.

•Patrick Langlauf
boots

S150 Value
Save $50.00
*Pkg. Price*
$90.95
check out our ski clinic Sat, Dec. IB, M

^

FALCON HOUSE A
"For the active people on your {V
Christmas list."
m
140 I. Wooster 352-3610
\
X-mas hours 10-8 M-F 10-5 S. 12-5 Sun. }

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS
Medical school co»tt are rising every day. They're
climbing faster lhan many students can handle without the right kind of financial help It you're a medical
student, the Air Force may have the best answer for
you. We offer an excellent scholarship program that
can ease the financial strain of medical or osteopathy
school and allow you to concentrate on your studies.
Participation is based on competitive selection Let the
Air Force make an investment in your professional
future. For more information contact:

Sgt. Michael Czulno.
Phone: Call Collect (216) 522-432f

^

TrWfi rx^

—\MM*r
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Retarded men die in Cincinnati blaze

Fire in group home kills 6 residents, injures 5
CINCINNATI (AP) - A fire rased
through a three-etory group home for
mentally retarded men yesterday,
killing six residents and injuring four
more residents and the home's night
manager, authorities said.
William Simpson and Clellie
Beatty, whose ages were not given,
were in the University of Cincinnati
Hospital's intensive care unit suffering from smoke inhalation, said hospital spokeswoman Denise Mobley.
Beatty and Simpson were in serious
condition, she said.
Mobley also said night manager
Bob Younger, 20, broke both feet after
lumping from a second-floor window,
also was being treated for smoke

caused the Ore, saying he wouldn't
comment until fire investigators completed their probe of the blaze.
The brick bouse did not have a
sprinkler system, but did have smoke
detectors, fire extinguishers and a
pull Ore alarm box, Wells said.
Wayne Christiansen, who owns the
bouse next door, said a fire department dispatcher told him a fire engine
had already been dispatched when
Christiansen called at about 7:15 a.m.
to report the fire. Christiansen said he
went outside to try to help the residents, but the fire was spreading from
WELLS DECLINED to identify the the first to the second floors.
"The whole first floor was totally
dead until relatives had been notified.
He also declined to discuss what engulfed, windows were popping and
inhalation and was in good condition.
Residents Artis Dupree, 28, and
Charles Edward Puchta, 31, were
being treated in the hospital's emerSency room and were in good condion.
The six victims were found on the
second floor, some in a bedroom and
some in the hallway, Wells said.
Firefighters accounted for 10 residents and knew of no others who
might have been at the home when the
fire broke out shortly after 7 a.m.,
Wells said.

it was spreading to the second floor,"
Christiansen said.
Christiansen said he had recalled
seeing the home's staff conducting
"four or five" fire drills for the residents this year. "They have had fire
drills, where they move them out in
regimented rows out in the yard," he

, also
performs a kind of policing
function regarding the
safety of trucks which haul
certain materials over the
state's highways.
John Duffey, the agency's legislative liaison officer, says PUCO inspectors
spot-check trucks carrying
hazardous materials to determine if thev are regis-

tered and meet various
safety codes as well as
responding in the case of
emergencies.
"It's being done at present, but it's woefully inadequate," Duffey said.
That soon will change
thanks to a total $879,000
extra appropriation for the
PUCO which the General
Assembly tacked on to a

local government funding
bill before adjourning for
the year. Most of the
money is for the transportation program while the
rest will go for telephone
rate regulation.
"It is a major beefing up
of our hazardous material
transportation enforcement. The commission is

The allegation quickly
was denied by Bechtel.
Bechtel has estimated it
could cost another $1.4 billion to finish Zimmer, on
top of the $1.7 billion already spent over the past
decade.
In a letter to James
Keppler, regional adminis-

trator of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
Miami Valley Power Project said Bechtel limited
its cost estimate by assuming that only a small proportion of the plant's
hardware would be repaired, that "unqualified"
welders and welding pro-

cedures would have no impact on the hardware and
that no embedded pipes or
welds would be replaced.
MVPP charged that
Bechtel's predictions were
reached through a methodology "so biased that the
forecast has no credibility
unless the Atomic Energy

THE HOME'S operator. Human
Services Collaborative Inc., of Columbus, bad passed a fire inspection in
January and had complied with regulations requiring fire drills ana a
building evacuation plan, Claypole
said.

they said had gone to Cincinnati. They
identified him as the only person who
could speak for Human Services Collaborative.
Wells said he had spoken to several
of the firm's employees at the scene,
but had not talked with Schottenstein.
Wells said his office was trying to
determine whether Human Services
leased the house or owned it. "They
were the operators. We know that/'
he said.

UNDEFEA TED!

very concerned that hazardous materials are
transported with maximum safety," Duffey said.
"THE MONEY that we
received will enable us to
put on five people in fiscal
19M and five people in 1985
arid equip them. The equip
ment is expensive." Duffey said.

Repairs absent in nuclear plant cost
WASHINGTON (AP) An anti-nuclear group
charged yesterday that a
coat estimate by the Bechtel Power Corp. for completing the Zimmer
Nuclear Power Plant in
effect accepts the project
"as is" and doesn't allow
for retroactive repairs.

Collaborative's office in Columbus
declined to answer any questions
about the home and referred comment to Harlan Schottenstein, whom

The state Department of Mental
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities licensed the home in January,
The blaze caused $70,000 damage to
1983, for a capacity of 12 ambulatory the building and $30,000 damage to its
adults and did not require sprinklers, contents, the fire chief estimated.
department spokeswoman Cheryl
Claypole said.
Secretaries at the Human Services

PUCO transport staff grows
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Recognizing that current
staffing levels are "woefully inadequate," the Pu'jlic Utilities Commission of
Ohio is about to implement
a major expansion of its
hazardous materials transportation program.
The PUCO, which spends
moat of its time regulating
natural gas, electric and

"We do not require sprinklers if
there are less than 16 beds and the
residents are ambulatory," Claypole
said.

Act is waived."
But Bechtel spokesman
Mario Cotruvo said, "The
cost estimate does in fact
encompass all of the remaining work, including
repairs and modifications
of safety-related systems.
And it follows standard
estimating techniques.

Falcons
Temple
WEDNESDAY

• Temple selected to finish lit
in the Atlantic 10 conference
w David Jenkins
• Bill Faine
• Colin Irish

BG BASKETBALL
1$ RED HOT!

WINE TASTING
WORKSHOP
WED. DEC. 7
PERR Y CROGHAN ROOM, UNION
7:30 - 9:00p.m.
$3.00 upon sign-up in UAO OFFICE
* MUST BE 21

KIPS-Kirs

MON: Concert Night
TUB: Ladies Night w/Male Review

WED: 18 Night
THURS: College I.D. Night

<y>

MON: Singles Night w/free video
TUES: "18"
WED: Quarter Nite/College I.D.
THURS: Ladies Nite w/Male
Review

REYNOLDS at HEATHERDOWNS/367-9123 SECOR at SYLVANIA/473-0662

LIVE ROCK & ROLL 7 NIGHTS A WEEK

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included »gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$300-fumlshed $280-unfumished
plus lights
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included separate bedroom
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with leaae.

8:00 p.m

* BG off to best start since
1974-1975

'AN INTRODUCTION TO WINE APPRECIATION'

X)

(3-0)
(1-0)

Kodak film. It makes the grade.
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Air strike on Syria USSR says talksface stalemate
not an escalation,
U.S. official says
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
State George Shultz said yesterday
the use of American airpower against
Syrian targets in Lebanon does not
foreshadow an American effort to
impose a military solution to that
country's problems.
Shultz sought to portray the American air strike Sunday as an isolated
incident which does not represent an
escalation of the conflict there.
At the same time, he called on the
Soviet Union to use its influence with
Syria to moderate that country's poli"We urge the Soviets to urge the
Syrians to look on Lebanon in a sensible way," Shultz said.
Emphasizing the U.S. intention to
seek a diplomatic solution in Lebanon, Shultz said special U.S. envoy
Donald Rumsfeld will return to the
region today.
"We're there (in Lebanon) in a
peacekeeping role," Shultz said. "We
are offering our good offices."
SCHUTLZ, speaking on the eve of a
llklay visit to Europe and North
Africa, did not rule out the possibility
of additional air strikes in Lebanon,
but said he preferred not to discuss
tactical questions.
He said American objectives in
Lebanon remain the same: the cre-

ation of a broadly-based government
in Lebanon and removal of all foreign
forces from that country.
"We intend to see this through with
the government of Lebanon," he said.
Sunday's air strike was an exercise
of the U.S. right to self-defense, asserting that it was in response to
Syrian anti-aircraft Ore against unarmed American reconnassaince
planes late last week. For more than
two months, the United States had
flown those missions over Lebanon
without encountering enemy fire, he
said.
The United States was acting on
"conclusive evidence" that Syrian
forces were responsible for the attacks on the American planes, he
said.
Shultz said that despite serious difficulties, Lebanon has made "considerable progress" in achieving the
capability to control its own destiny.
He cited in particular Lebanon's efforts to build a viable defense force.
He added that following the visits
last week of Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir and Lebanese President Amin Gemayel last week, "some
concrete steps" were set in motion for
dealing win the Lebanese problem.
He did not elaborate.

classifieds

Anwncan Martian ig Association pra
eente a 'Motivational Workshop" with
Or Tucker on Wed .OK 7th m m.
AJurnni Room rn the Union Al membrjni sr. welcome
ATTENTION ALL ED MAJORS AND
FACULTY CHRISTMAS COFFEEHOUSE WITH THE FACULTY DEC 7
FROM S TO 11 AM IN THE FACULTY FOURTH FLOOR LOUNGE IN
ED BLHUXNO
AlltNlUN PHI BETA LAMSOA
MEMBERS
Important Business
Meeting Tuesday. December 6 al
8 00 in Room 220 BA
FuH KhMkrtti for Spring. 1M4
«*■ M wniatto In doniwtory and oncampus MbOHH Oecmntmt 6 Cop
it* canto picked up Dacafntor 7 in
tw Parry Cioghan Room, 3rd floor,
of the Union, and afterward m tne

Students lor Lite meeting to be held
al the Conference Room. St. Thomas
Mora at 7 00 p m tonight Tuesday.
December 16
The Student Wofrieaa Ceotw to onertng a program on Contraception Vttoritwaon Wednesday. December 7 at
7.00 PM n the Campus Room, 3rd
(toot ot the Union Free and open to

Women In Business
Meeting tonight 7:30. 113 BA Topic
Negotrshng Your First Salary
Also canned goods d/rve for needy
tamies. so bring your canned goods
Fwfreshrrvents wM be served.
IWTIATION MEETING
PI SIGMA ALPHA
December 7th. 7.30 pm.
1304 Bourgongn. Avenue
RUM svaAsble Cal 22821 (Pol.
So DMI

WASHINGTON (AP) - A bipartisan
congressional panel designed to
shield from danger those who monitor
human rights violations around the
world was announced yesterday by
Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio.
The group, Congressional Friends
of Human Rights Monitors, will try to
pressure foreign governments
through letters and telegrams on behalf of human rights monitors who
are in physical danger. Hall said the
group is prepared to respond immediately in an emergency.
The panel represents 102 congressmen. The House members include 77
Democrats and 12 Republicans, and
Attention Seniors Want to team how
to gat that Job on your own, wal
Mart. Cesrrient-Tanebe ttom Placement wra be speaking about thai on
Toe. . Dec 6171 at 8 00 pm on the
2nd fit o) the Student Servtose Btdg

Store Your Bke
$19 95 KajrJee tun. up
Pursers law Shop
131 W Woostsr

352-8284
TYFtNG-LOW RATES
Chech out our ptola^aionafry typed
and wrtBon rasumse too 352-5787
AaW M# to your onjanJiaiiort^
party', cal SOUND WAVE moots
sound systems Top 40. rock, country. How. Cal 362-5087 tor vary
reasonable pncmg
Pwtact lor the hosdays.
Needetypist?
Cal 352-4017
TUCKER TYPING
8th Year ol Santo.
Nancy 362O608

PERSONALS

ward Cal 372-1375

RIDES
flkte needed to Boston area lor
Chrtelmaa break Wi hasp with gee S
t driving Cal 354-1488. ask lor
Sue

SERVICES OFFERED
PTOTESStONAL TYPING
674-1488
Parryapurg
ROE NEEDE FROM PENSACOLA
FLORIDA TO AKRON. OR SOMEWHERE NEAR THERE WILL SPLIT
GAS MONEY PLEASE CALL F YOU
CAN HELP ME. DENtSE 354-21 It.

ADP, Urafoon A Grams
On Sals Dae. 6-9
lor SO- In Unrverety Hal.
ATTENTION All UGA

Audrey, I had a onset Mm. Thursday I You am vary specie) to me.
nd I would hop. this la the start ol
a beeulrlul relationship. Let's gat
together soonl Blue Chip Lost),
Brg Laura. It means so much to have
you as my bag. Our tun and specie!
times together «a last forevw OZ
love and mine. U Linda
BOBWA T J got sick and wa had to
leave quick But have no war. Via
wane Race Rabbit was here Thanks
lor the use ot you paeudo ambulance
Love, the Night Rkters (SB. B.C.
J.P.. T.J.)
CHARLENE BRUNO
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
fJENtSE
Congratuejttone Betsy CCssr and
Carl Parker on your DO and Alpha
Srg engagernent We're SO happy for
you! love. Your Dee Oaa Sellers

LOST AND FOUND
LO#)f pOU lAXaTJiw (rffsUn tXaasCw"prT nt-

III

Dec I at 1:00 pm in Mossier Hell
CWatWasW Center. Any Odontology wambwi ara wslcraws to atsaadt We're la tar a good yeertl
AIIENIION: HUMAN ReSORCE
MOMT. MAJORS, LABOR t ISsDUSTSMAl RELATIONS MAJORS AND
HEALTH CARE I a»C0 MAJORS
WITH AN EMPHASIS M PERSONNEL. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ASSOC. ARE HAVINO A
CHRISTMAS PARTY THURSDAY,
OCa • AT HO MANVtLLE. THIS
EVENT WM START AT 1:00 P.M. REFRESHMENTS INCLUDED. K
I

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
ROYAL GREEN > PERSHMO RtFLES
PLEDGE CLASSES ON ACTIVATION WE KNOW YOU'LL BE GREAT
ACTIVES—ROYAL OREEN.
C. Clement Great Job as R.8.A
Preaktent. Keep up the good workl
Lov.. S ZHel
David.
Wa had a grael year together The
next we" be even better' Happy 22rtd
Birthday1 Lets celabrsts it togemerl
I Lov. Youl Linda
Daw Phi Pal pledge educators
A spec* thanks tor al your hours.
parlance, and kindness. Love the PM
Pal W sis neophytea
00 YOU WHAT TO OET INVOLVED? JOIN STUDENT COURT.
PICK UP AN APPLICATION M 405
STUDENT SERVICES. APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY
DEC 20. SMN UP FOR YOUR INTERVIEW TIME THENI

OOOOLUCKI
Good luck in Reno next aemeetar.
Sue Sal - were going to maw you
bunches1 Love your Oae Gee sisters
P.8. Don't gamble away the money
lor your tight home.

BILLY JOEL
at

CENTENNIAL HALL. TOLEDO
8:00 p.m.

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
24
25
26

ACROSS
Summary
Once, long ago
Musical sign
In any way
Treaty org
A Chaplin
Engine apparatus
Cranny's
companion
Prefix with gram
Word In a mallman's motto
Sputter
Fam. room
Stars VIP
Windy day sight

27 Tarzan, e.g.
30 Biblical
seamstress
34 Dead, In Dijon
36 Greek letters
38 Raphael's homeland
38 Like some
Dickies
40 Communities, In
anclentAthens
42 Nutrition must
43 Stop lor
Gershwin's
American
45 Religious faction
46 Slangy reply
47 Cooked, In a way

48 Pertaining to
the back
51 Levin and
Gershwin
53 Modern
54 "
Little
57
60
61
62
63
66
67
68
68
70
71

11
12

13
18
Teapot"
23
Diamond players' 26
goal
29
Aswan attraction 31
Avian feature
Emit smoke
32
Brown, as sugar 33
Seed coat
34
At any time
35
Lasso
37
Spy thriller
character
41
Depend (on)
44
Sub finder
48
50

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
10

DOWN
Track competitor
A day's march
Parody
Priestly robe
Rush headlong
Weakens
Spill the beans
Supply
Scorching
Accordion's
cousin

52
55
56
57
58
58
64
65

down one's
nose
Chemical
compound
Counterfeit
Lodged
Thine: Fr.
Shade of blue
Titled
Andrew Johnson,
for example
Crooked
Since, to Bums
Vipers
Chesterfield
Of minor
importance
Steady flow
Evening, In Venice
"Chorus Line"
performer
Suzanne ol TV
lame
Forestall (with
"Oil")
Memorable
hostess
As hungry as
Nanny's concern
Architect
Saarinen
Astronaut
Armatrong
CSAVIP
Zodiac sign

DAILY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
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uty Foreign Minister Georgi Kornienko and Leonid Zamyatin, chief of
the Kremlin's International Information Department.
On other subjects, the officials said
Soviet President Yuri Andropov, not
seen in public since August, is "recovering well" from illness, and they
denounced Sunday's U.S. air attacks
on Syrian anti-aircraft positions in
Lebanon, saying Moscow will support
those fighting 'Israeli and American

NOV. 23, the Soviets suspended
talks in Geneva, Switzerland, on medium-range weapons in Europe after
new U.S. missiles arrived in Britain
and West Germany, part of a NATO
deployment designed to counter Soviet SS-20 missiles targeted on Western Europe.

Western diplomats said it appeared
the Soviets wanted to forcefully rebut
Western suggestions that the NATO
deployment had not radically
changed the situation and that the
Soviets might be willing to rejoin the
talks.

a link between the Strategic Arms
Reduction Talks (START) and the
suspended Euromissile negotiations.
Ogarkov accused the United States of
not having bargained seriously in the
Euromissile sessions.
THEY MADE no direct threat to
walk out of the strategic-arms talks.
But Komienko said the recent NATO
deployments "cannot but have consequences" on the START process. He
said to wait until Thursday, when the
START sessions recess, to see "the
outcome."
One Western diplomat who specializes in disarmament issues said it was
rdble the Soviets might not agree
a reconvening date when the
START round adjourns for the holiday season. The diplomat spoke on
condition he not be identified.

Komienko said before the Soviets
return to the suspended talks the West
must signal it is ready to pull back on
the missile deployment.
He quoted a letter from Andropov to
West German leader Helmut Kohl as
saying the Kremlin would not see its
Geneva walkout irreversible "if the
NATO countries show a readiness to
return to the situation that existed
before the deployment in Europe of
American missiles."
The Soviet officials repeatedly drew

Panel protects human rights activists

Expwl Typing
Reeeonabie Rasas
Cat 352-7305 after 5 30pm

CeSXeBBtl uses ere 44- per me 11.35 mmmm SOLD TYPf SO* .lira per ed
Nssuiaixaalr 25 to 30 aoecee per me
CAaWtajaCrrv EVENTS umga tor non proM. DutjK service acttvraes •. M «aM
OracE for tree and al reguajr rates thereafter
Deerane tor a* hsange • 2 days before puDKahon at 4 00 p m Fndey at 4 OO p m .ale
deerane lor me Tuesday edreon
rkll.lll tense an a' Menu at the So Mm office. IM UnheraH, Hen.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

MOSCOW (AP) - Top Kremlin officials yesterday rejected Western
"wishful thinking" that the Soviets
might return to Euromissile negotiations without U.S. concessions first.
They said U.S.-Soviet strategic arms
talks are beaded toward a similar
stalemate.
The Soviets also reaffirmed Moscow's intention to match the new U.S.
medium-range missiles in Europe
with powerful Soviet submarine missiles off the American coast.
These counter-weapons will "be no
less effective than the American systems deployed in Europe, in range,
yield, accuracy and what is especially
important, in flight time to their targets," Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov,
chief of the Soviet general staff, said.
Ogarkov was joined by First Dep-

HEY ALPHA PHBI A massage from
your southern sat Just wanted to say
hay, and I rran yaw Hops to catch
many ol ya dumevj trnats week Cant
wart to meat yal. pledgee! XO Schtok
Hey! Jim Urrrbla! Have a
HAPPY • HAPPY • BsrTTHOAYI
Hop, you enjoy oatng puassdf
Hay LI Cindy K I LI CMy N -Congrats on going active A wascoma to
my tsrnty. Oat psyched tor dm meets
1 New Orleans cur babMs. we're
there' Love, your big sis. Jan 2.
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Senate members include seven Democrats and six Republicans.
Hall said the group represents a
"bipartisan, non-ideological effort to
lend the prestige of the United States
in support of those who put their lives
on the line for human rights.
"We will be focusing particularly on
those cases where time is of the
essence, such as where a humanrights monitor faces execution, is
being tortured or has disappeared,"
Hall said.
DECISIONS will be made by the
group's steering committee, which
includes Hall, Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, D-N.Y., Sen. Mark HatHOLIDAY INN'"MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIME!
Janet Frsnti
Congrats on your engagement to
Scott Pipes. And wa thought it was
alter Clvlelrries. Scott you POOP
Love. Your Roometes

"Our letters and telegrams will
carry the weight of 102 representatives and senators," Hall said, "but
we can act in much shorter time than
it would take to contact all 102 offices.
Past experiences have demonstrated
how difficult it is to quickly involve a
large number of congressional offices
in an urgent human rights project.
Holly Burkbalter, Washington representative of Americas Watch, said
the congressional organization was

NEW LOCATION
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
820 N Man St, SO
Confidential par sons! cws
Special rases. BGSU students
Convenient Apple 354-3640

Karen, Kethy. Teresa - Goly It's been
a good serrteaser. Have a great
ChrkWnaa - Janet

Hypnotic Tapae For Improving
asssnory I Concentration / Parlor11 Available. 352-8777.

Mark I Nearly, Marl Wagner I Nancy
Vogt: You cad a great kit) wan the
Royal Green I Pershmg Rifles pledge
dBase. You've given us outstanding
acsvse Thanks-The RGs S PR's

MCE STORAGE
FOR THE WINTER ($5 A IwONTH)
CALL 352 8748

WHEN IT COMES TO WINKERS. I
LOVE YOU.
MOLLY
New 10-speed Mass, haV aaaarrrUed
and guaranteed, staring at S138.S5!
Purcas Bke Shop. 131 W WooaW». 362-g2B4
Yea're the grsalasL Although I may
rest always tat on, I'm aura happy
Slave DorjbMTrwnks tor the us. ot
your place Friday. Congrats on going
aosva. The RO's a PR's.

formed at the suggestion of Americas
Watch, Helsinki Watch and the Lawyers Committee for International Human Rights, three Washington-based
human-rights organizations.

field, R-Ore., Sen. Claibome Pell, DR.I., Sen. Dave Durenberger, RMinn., and Rep. James Jeffords, RVt.

Aflrjua'sTst and accesaortaa
Deri Leegue now formmg
Puree** oWs Shop 352 8284
BKE RACERS! Purceas Bke Shop
has rossrs and wind tramers In stock.
Sssrl wtraar training now 131 W
WoDOtar 362-82ft4
■k-sWTatfs*j dooift ■no roil ooin%cj
evsllebls trom The OWasray
tee S.MM.
142-4112,
Cross Country Ski Sale
Free CMC Sat. Dec 10.1-4
Falcon House
140 E Woosler 352-3810
CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA
'1 BO.S.U SWEATS
Shop the Fsrcon House
140 E Woostw 352 3810

STEVE MNGER Happy Birthday
save our planet PEG Love ya, Love
ye JO: Congrats on your engagement, aarva chicken pat lie. at
the waddkig. ETCO Greet awneerar
so tor. let's make it a great yaw. Gave
peaos a chsnoo.
PMc
SW6HI
Women A Co-ed tree throw tournament sponsored by BGSU Intrsmuraw Entries ere due m Rm 108 SRC
by Dec 7»l. Uurnement Is Dec 8th
For more Into eel 2-2464 or stop by
Rm. 106 SRC

FUN FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO SHARE TWO BORM. APT. FOR
SPRING SEM. BsO FURN. APT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS OWN BEDROOw1tSs»«aS1.

The asters ot Dasta Gamma would
Bm to wtoh everyone Good Luck on
"nets and an enloyabis hosday see

M. Ftmmte needed
Spring Semester. Fraree Apts
Cal Bob, 352 4802

ATTENTION FORJDQN STUDENTS
irar-lgrsMoii Probt.ma or visa?
Moon H Yea - Attorney at Law
Tolado, Ohio caH 1-242-42SS
FO»T Ml sypOtnllTreWI

WANTED

Burkhalter said the committee has
already been asked to take action in
two cases. One is the indictment of
four members of the Committee for
Social Self-Defense in Poland, who
face possible prison terms of up to 10
years. The other involves death
threats received by Bishops Rivera
Damas and Gregoria Rosa Chavez,
who have spoken against right-wing
terrorists in El Salvador.

F. rmte. needed Specious apt Close
to campus Rsasonabis rent Pkeese
cal 352-7103

Earn doaars seang Avon Products.
For more information ptoaae csl
Phyts st 352-5833.

Male Rm.rtwse nasdad tor spring
sem Ctora. to campus. S510 for
semester Cal after 4 00 pm 352

We need performers lor an orphan
X-MAS party this December 18 In
return for 5-10 minutes ol your time.
we wB provide you with a poemve
totter ot rracomrnendation It you work
wel with kids, and want to bring X—
MAS toy to the urvtorprrvetodged. cal
372-6633 or 372-0331 and ask for
BX

6820
MiRoorrtmate needed lor Spr Sem
House close to Campus
Cal 352-6861
Cash perd for an A' ticket trom
Deaneytsnd or ONnrty world, a menu
trom chinsso reeteurant w' at least 3
engish works mrspeasd or a letter
from ma President ol U.S. (No Xerox)
Scavenger hunters we w. akto trade
Cal 352-6702 ahat 5 pm
Rmte. needed tor spring sem.
StlSTrrto Al uts paid. 120 1/2 N
Prospect Cal 352-6866
: Lead singer lor band Cal
362-6222. after 6pm
OF^iCsTPJNrTY! SIXTH ST APT
AVAILABLE SPRING SEMESTER
CALL SOONI 362^133
F rmte needed tor Spr. flsmaesst
Own bdrm Close to campus Ressoriecae rent Cal after 7.00 pm

352-4512
WANTED 1 M rmte to Steve 2
bdrm apt with 3 others Very dose
locsmpus PH 352 4106
Wanted F Rmmte for Spring Sem
Close to campus cal 352-1605
Female Roorrtrnate tor Spr Sam
Cteoe to campus Untv. Visage Apts
Cal 352 1846
Greet Apt! Own bdrm Lg 2 bdrm
J125/mo . al uH pd Cathy 362-

1416
NEEO A M RMTE FURN NICE APT
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. YOU
CAN HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM
CALL 352 0808

a!
TW IJ^NULTYI
Good mommg!' Whet are you doing
nterJng the BO News? STUDY1 or
write to mat Mkas you and cant wart M
our B Q dew XOXO Twaea
u»0 BJB - M - LARGE
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
In 405 Student Servkw.
Thru Dec. »
Vsf,
Wakes wanted to say thanks tor al
your hard work, we reeey eppricwaa
I
The Lrtlse SWses
WANT TO FLY HOME (OR AWAY
FROM HOME) OVER BREAK? CALL
JAYNE ROLLER. B.O.S.U TRAVEL
REP. AT 372-41 78 OR T.R I 4t»603 5583

is rr -roue

YOU CAN BUY JEEPS

FOR 144 11HROU0HT THE U.S.
OrjVERSavsENT? GET THE FACTS
TODAY! CALL (312) 742-1142
EXT. 17B4.

►3

1

I

I

SSOott latmo rent
darter 5 00
364-3146
Apt to share Spring Sara.
Your heN 121.00 month/AH utll. pd.
Cast Doug 164-21SS
F. Rasas, tor Spr. Sam. Free cable,
pay easclrtc only. Avail anytime In

Dec OeJ M4-2U1.
F. ROOMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEM BIG APT LOTS OF STORAGE
0000 LOCATION CALL BC*eNrE
AT 364-2062
F Rmte Needed tor apt dose to
campus Mid-Dec to Mid Mey-S6t8.
eel 354 1588
1 M. rmte. needed to share super
race apt. wan 2 other rmtes CaH
352 2734 or 352-8302

FM. resto. needed tor Spring Sam.
cabas I... hjrn shuttle
roses. CaB tjaeesa .sit-ases
sal rmte. kin. Spring sem. NonI- f 146/rrto. met urassas Cal
after 8 pm 352-8128
F. rmte needed tor Spring Semester
Onry S540 e eemeetw plus elec Butt
Apta Cal 362-7741.
NsMO IWHTIMM 10 •*■

ralasal liipfXrt HKj

mete to ■ house Cal 352-7365

Student Office manager tor The Kay
yearbook spring semester Basic
secretarw skiBs needed Advanced
business course., prior office expert
ence preferred Check rob postings
at Student Employment. 460 Student
Services for further mlormetion or cal

2-2651
Toledo Company seeks lul-tlme
Crorrenunicatlone co-op lor Spring
Semester for Junior or server with st
tees! 2 75 QPA Pay a) SS 00 par
hour Need layout, design and writing
HUBS, OUS knrjwradgs of audkVvisual
eciuipment to work on brochures.
newsletters, and puUcattons. Cal
Coop Ed. 372-2451
Travel Fkakt Opportunrty
Gam vssjsbka rravkssng axpenence
whss earning money Campus representative needed rmmedtalely for
Spring Brssk tnp to Florida Contact
Ba Ryan (312) 858-4888 cosset

THE BO NEW*
Naade a Wed. I Fit. morning
ClrcakatfciB Pereen

Yamaha stereo system-RIOOO recWver. P850 turntable. NSICOOM
speakers
Like new' List price
12.500 $1.600 or best otter 354l858Cralg
Paavey 12 ch stereo mixing consols
S425, Roland MP—600 Electric PI
sno S700 PH 352 8322
TECHNICS SL-D2 Som-Automatic
Turntable. w/Shure cartndge. good
shape. S7S Cal Jeff at 352-5413
eventnga
OUN MARK IV SKIS
170 CM. VEPJY 00. CONDITION
CALL 112-5312 ASK FOR BRETT
Slereo Cabinet Brand new $5'> or
best otter Cal 352 5351
Aouanum with Fetor. 362-4842.

I'M SEUJNG A STUDENT MODEL
ARMSTRONG FLUTE, GREAT
COND . $200 OR BEST OFFER f
INTERESTED, CALL NANCY. 3726432 EVES.
NEED A CAMERA FOR CLASS? I'M
SELUNO A PENTAX K-1000
W50MM LENS, GREAT COND.,
$100 ALSO A 200MM MACRO
LENS. PENTAX MOUNT. $140 OR
BEST OFFER CALL 2-6432 EVES,.
ASK FOR NANCY
Video Recorder 1878 0uasar
Good oonrJWon. with 6 video car
sattaa S 18 BAW TV al for $85, 3720151 ext 335

FOR RENT
MALE GRAD STUDENT
or conscranc undergrsd
Need s quiet place tor studtos?
Room to rant w kitchen pnv.
end private shower 125/MO
Includes uW prefer non-smokmg
Furrrkahed. Ressranosa 666-6686
FORREST APARTMENTS
FUR
MSHED OR UNFLrRNBHED. TENANTS PAY ONLY LIGHTS
REASONABLE CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 354-2260

aWBTba
mm, have car
sod Hextoes a.m. schedule
Apply BO News IM Uart. Hall

Senior Grad. Male
1 Vscsncy Double Room
Kitchen Private Entrance
Ctose to University
352-8043

TThe Gavel \

'.■•■•■■■•■'■■■•■•

TR - 7 Sports Car 1876 - AC 4 rap
BO M P 0 Good condrtionlow rrsleage-424 0323 or 888-2651 tjalore
10.

1883 TRS - 60 Cotor Computer
Brand new Never used Asking
$150 00 352-2775

HELP WANTED

is accepting applications for
staff editors, writers and
salespeople beginning Spring
Semester.
Applications availble at
106 University Hall
For more information
Call 372-5394

Do your Chnstmss shopping at the
UCF Art. Book A Craft Sals Thurs S
Fn.tO-6. Sal 10-4 Comer Thurstjn
I Fsdge. Unique gifts, expertly
crafted, reasonable prices Also have
you BG Sesqurcentemal (your clothes
or oure> picture token on Fn 1-6

C« Stereo Speakers
Audkrvox.
6x8. 50W. 20 0; Never used $30
352-2883

I M Rmte Spr 352 6083

I". rwTitB ntJVOMI

WOW-22! I cent bessve you're so
old. I hope my body wont crack and
ache ska mat whan I get as old as
you. Arryweys - HAPPY BIRTHDAY
(MUNCHERS) I LOVE YOU
Che-

FOR SALE

r*sed mat. S lemara etudenta to ta
houses A apts for Spring Sam Also
apts avaMxe for 2-3-4 students
Phone 362-7365

:

S:

•:•:■:

Across From Campus Aval for winter
sem . 2 bdrm house luty carpeted
and turrsshed Free heat l*erlect tor
those cold winter days
Csl 352-7074
Moo 1 bdrm turn spt to sublet on
3rd St Close to campus, carpeted,
tree gas heat A cooking Csl 352
6877.
1-1 Bedroom apt Furnish Al
ua exc ease Cal Carol 352 8033
To sublet krtmed 1 bdrm apt Vary
ctoao to campus CH 352-2897
1
5pm

I
y'-

.....vi'

Furrxshed Efficiency
complete w cotor TV I cable
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
1740E Woosler Si
now tossing Spring term
$250 mo
354 3182 or 352-1520
Fum. efficiency very dose to campus Free electricity Aval now or
2nd sem 362-0852
Houses I apts doss to csmpus tor
8«-85 school year 12673341

